ISO NORMAS PUBLICADAS
JULHO E AGOSTO DE 2018
ISO/JTC 1 - information technology
SO/IEC 22275:2018 - Information technology -- Programming languages, their environments, and
system software interfaces -- ECMAScript® Specification Suite
ISO/IEC 11693-1:2012 - Identification cards -- Optical memory cards -- Part 1: General
characteristics
ISO/IEC 18328-4:2018 - Identification cards -- ICC-managed devices -- Part 4: Test methods for
logical characteristics
ISO/IEC 11694-2:2012 - Identification cards -- Optical memory cards -- Linear recording method - Part 2: Dimensions and location of the accessible optical area
ISO/IEC 11694-1:2012 - Identification cards -- Optical memory cards -- Linear recording method - Part 1: Physical characteristics
ISO/IEC 14443-4:2018 - Cards and security devices for personal identification -- Contactless
proximity objects -- Part 4: Transmission protocol
ISO/IEC 14443-3:2018 - Cards and security devices for personal identification -- Contactless
proximity objects -- Part 3: Initialization and anticollision
ISO/IEC 7816-8:2016 - Identification cards -- Integrated circuit cards -- Part 8: Commands and
mechanisms for security operations
ISO/IEC 7816-2:2007 - Identification cards -- Integrated circuit cards -- Part 2: Cards with
contacts -- Dimensions and location of the contacts
ISO/IEC TS 21544:2018 - Programming languages -- Extensions to C++ for modules
ISO 8063-2:1986 - Information processing -- Data interchange on 6,30 mm (0.25 in) wide
magnetic tape cartridge using IMFM recording at 252 ftpmm (6 400 ftpi) -- Part 2: Track format
and method of recording for data interchange in start/stop mode
ISO 8063-1:1986 - Information processing -- Data interchange on 6,30 mm (0.25 in) wide
magnetic tape cartridge using IMFM recording at 252 ftpmm (6 400 ftpi) -- Part 1: Mechanical,
physical and magnetic properties
ISO 8378-2:1986 - Information processing -- Data interchange on 130 mm (5.25 in) flexible disk
cartridges using modified frequency modulation recording at 7 958 ftprad, 3,8 tpmm (96 tpi), on
both sides -- Part 2: Track format A

ISO 4057:1986 - Information processing -- Data interchange on 6,30 mm (0.25 in) magnetic tape
cartridge, 63 bpmm (1 600 bpi) phase-encoded
ISO 8378-3:1986 - Information processing -- Data interchange on 130 mm (5.25 in) flexible disk
cartridges using modified frequency modulation recording at 7 958 ftprad; 3,8 tpmm (96 tpi), on
both sides -- Part 3: Track format B
ISO 8462-2:1986 - Information processing -- Data interchange on 6,30 mm (0.25 in) magnetic
tape cartridge using GCR recording at 394 ftpmm (10 000 ftpi), 39 cpmm (1 000 cpi) -- Part 2:
Streaming mode
ISO 8462-1:1986 - Information processing -- Data interchange on 6,30 mm (0.25 in) magnetic
tape cartridge using GCR recording at 394 ftpmm (10 000 ftpi), 39 cpmm (1 000 cpi) -- Part 1:
Mechanical, physical and magnetic properties
ISO 1861:1975 - Information processing -- 7- track, 12,7 mm (0.5 in) wide magnetic tape for
information interchange recorded at 8 rpmm (200 rpi)
ISO 8630-2:1987 - Information processing -- Data interchange on 130 mm (5.25 in) flexible disk
cartridges using modified frequency modulation recording at 13 262 ftprad, on 80 tracks on each
side -- Part 2: Track format A for 77 tracks
ISO/IEC 9592-2:1997 - Information technology -- Computer graphics and image processing -Programmer's Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System (PHIGS) -- Part 2: Archive file format
ISO/IEC TS 27034-5-1:2018 - Information technology -- Application security -- Part 5-1: Protocols
and application security controls data structure, XML schemas
ISO/IEC 14888-3:2016 - Information technology -- Security techniques -- Digital signatures with
appendix -- Part 3: Discrete logarithm based mechanisms
ISO/IEC 27032:2012 - Information technology -- Security techniques -- Guidelines for
cybersecurity
ISO/IEC 27031:2011 - Information technology -- Security techniques -- Guidelines for information
and communication technology readiness for business continuity
ISO/IEC 27034-7:2018 - Information technology -- Application security -- Part 7: Assurance
prediction framework
ISO/IEC 15816:2002 - Information technology -- Security techniques -- Security information
objects for access control
ISO/IEC 13888-3:2009 - Information technology -- Security techniques -- Non-repudiation -- Part
3: Mechanisms using asymmetric techniques
ISO/IEC 18033-1:2015 - Information technology -- Security techniques -- Encryption algorithms -Part 1: General
ISO/IEC 18014-2:2009 - Information technology -- Security techniques -- Time-stamping services
-- Part 2: Mechanisms producing independent tokens

ISO/IEC 27034-3:2018 - Information technology -- Application security -- Part 3: Application
security management process
ISO/IEC 15945:2002 - Information technology -- Security techniques -- Specification of TTP
services to support the application of digital signatures
ISO/IEC TS 20540:2018 - Information technology -- Security techniques -- Testing cryptographic
modules in their operational environment
ISO/IEC 13888-1:2009 - Information technology -- Security techniques -- Non-repudiation -- Part
1: General
ISO/IEC 14473:1999 - Information technology -- Office equipment -- Minimum information to be
specified for image scanners
ISO/IEC 15775:1999 - Information technology -- Office machines -- Method of specifying image
reproduction of colour copying machines by analog test charts -- Realisation and application
ISO 5138-5:1981 - Office machines -- Vocabulary -- Part 5: Letter folding machines
ISO 5138-7:1986 - Office machines -- Vocabulary -- Part 7: Postal franking machines
ISO/IEC 24700:2005 - Quality and performance of office equipment that contains reused
components
ISO 3066:1986 - Duplicating machines -- Registration
ISO/IEC 15404:2000 - Information technology -- Office machines -- Minimum information to be
included in specification sheets -- Facsimile equipment
ISO/IEC 10561:1999 - Information technology -- Office equipment -- Printing devices -- Method
for measuring throughput -- Class 1 and Class 2 printers
ISO 5138-9:1984 - Office machines -- Vocabulary -- Part 9: Typewriters
ISO 2132:1972 - Offset duplicators -- Attachment features of plates
ISO/IEC 24712:2007 - Colour test pages for measurement of office equipment consumable yield
ISO/IEC 29142-1:2013 - Information technology -- Print cartridge characterization -- Part 1:
General: terms, symbols, notations and cartridge characterization framework
ISO/IEC 29142-2:2013 - Information technology -- Print cartridge characterization -- Part 2:
Cartridge characterization data reporting
ISO/IEC 19799:2007 - Information technology -- Method of measuring gloss uniformity on printed
pages

ISO/IEC 29142-3:2013 - Information technology -- Print cartridge characterization -- Part 3:
Environment
ISO 2133:1976 - Stencils for duplicators -- Minimum overprint and attachment features
ISO 5138-2:1980 - Office machines -- Vocabulary -- Part 2: Duplicators
ISO 4232-3:1984 - Office machines -- Minimum information to be included in specification sheets
-- Part 3: Postal franking machines
ISO 5138-1:1978 - Office machines -- Vocabulary -- Part 1: Dictation equipment
ISO 4232-2:1980 - Office machines -- Minimum information to be included in specifications
sheets -- Part 2: Document copying machines
ISO 5138-4:1981 - Office machines -- Vocabulary -- Part 4: Letter opening machines
ISO 5138-3:1981 - Office machines -- Vocabulary -- Part 3: Addressing machines
ISO/IEC 13818-1:2018/Amd 1:2018 - Ultra-low latency and 4k and higher resolution support for
transport of JPEG 2000 video
ISO/IEC 23004-6:2008 - Information technology -- Multimedia Middleware -- Part 6: Fault
management
ISO/IEC 21000-7:2007 - Information technology -- Multimedia framework (MPEG-21) -- Part 7:
Digital Item Adaptation
ISO/IEC 13818-1:2018 - Information technology -- Generic coding of moving pictures and
associated audio information -- Part 1: Systems
ISO/IEC 23004-5:2008 - Information technology -- Multimedia Middleware -- Part 5: Component
download
ISO/IEC 23006-1:2018 - Information technology -- Multimedia service platform technologies -Part 1: Architecture
ISO/IEC 23000-18:2018 - Information technology -- Multimedia application formats (MPEG-A) -Part 18: Media linking application format
ISO/IEC 23008-1:2017 - Information technology -- High efficiency coding and media delivery in
heterogeneous environments -- Part 1: MPEG media transport (MMT)
ISO/IEC 23002-3:2007 - Information technology -- MPEG video technologies -- Part 3:
Representation of auxiliary video and supplemental information
ISO/IEC 23004-7:2008 - Information technology -- Multimedia Middleware -- Part 7: System
integrity management

ISO/IEC 21000-22:2016 - Information technology -- Multimedia framework (MPEG-21) -- Part 22:
User Description
ISO/IEC 23006-5:2013 - Information technology -- Multimedia service platform technologies -Part 5: Service aggregation
ISO/IEC 23006-4:2013 - Information technology -- Multimedia service platform technologies -Part 4: Elementary services
ISO/IEC 23003-3:2012 - Information technology -- MPEG audio technologies -- Part 3: Unified
speech and audio coding
ISO/IEC 14496-3:2009 - Information technology -- Coding of audio-visual objects -- Part 3: Audio
ISO/IEC 23004-2:2007 - Information technology -- Multimedia Middleware -- Part 2: Multimedia
application programming interface (API)
ISO/IEC 23003-4:2015 - Information technology -- MPEG audio technologies -- Part 4: Dynamic
Range Control
ISO/IEC 23001-11:2015 - Information technology -- MPEG systems technologies -- Part 11:
Energy-efficient media consumption (green metadata)
ISO/IEC 14496-14:2003 - Information technology -- Coding of audio-visual objects -- Part 14:
MP4 file format
ISO/IEC TR 23008-13:2017 - Information technology -- High efficiency coding and media delivery
in heterogeneous environments -- Part 13: MPEG media transport implementation guidelines
ISO/IEC 21000-19:2010/Amd 1:2018 - Extensions on time-segments and multi-track audio
ISO/IEC 24791-5:2012 - Information technology -- Radio frequency identification (RFID) for item
management -- Software system infrastructure -- Part 5: Device interface
ISO/IEC TR 18047-4:2004 - Information technology -- Radio frequency identification device
conformance test methods -- Part 4: Test methods for air interface communications at 2,45 GHz
ISO/IEC 24769-5:2012 - Information technology -- Automatic identification and data capture
techniques -- Real time locating systems (RTLS) device conformance test methods -- Part 5: Test
methods for chirp spread spectrum (CSS) at 2,4 GHz air interface
ISO/IEC 18000-6:2013 - Information technology -- Radio frequency identification for item
management -- Part 6: Parameters for air interface communications at 860 MHz to 960 MHz
General
ISO/IEC 24770:2012 - information technology -- Real-time locating system (RTLS) device
performance test methods -- Test methods for air interface communication at 2,4 GHz
ISO/IEC 18046-3:2012 - Information technology -- Radio frequency identification device
performance test methods -- Part 3: Test methods for tag performance

ISO/IEC 15961-1:2013 - Information technology -- Radio frequency identification (RFID) for item
management: Data protocol -- Part 1: Application interface
ISO/IEC 15962:2013 - Information technology -- Radio frequency identification (RFID) for item
management -- Data protocol: data encoding rules and logical memory functions
ISO/IEC 15944-10:2013 - Information technology -- Business operational view -- Part 10: ITenabled coded domains as semantic components in business transactions
ISO/IEC 11179-3:2013 - Information technology -- Metadata registries (MDR) -- Part 3: Registry
metamodel and basic attributes
ISO/IEC TR 29196:2018 - Information technology -- Guidance for biometric enrolment
ISO/IEC 19794-11:2013 - Information technology -- Biometric data interchange formats -- Part 11:
Signature/sign processed dynamic data
ISO/IEC 17963:2013 - Web Services for Management (WS-Management) Specification
ISO/IEC TR 38505-2:2018 - Information technology -- Governance of IT -- Governance of data -Part 2: Implications of ISO/IEC 38505-1 for data management
ISO/IEC 21481:2012 - Information technology -- Telecommunications and information exchange
between systems -- Near Field Communication Interface and Protocol -2 (NFCIP-2)
ISO/IEC 18450:2013 - Information technology -- Telecommunications and information exchange
between systems -- Web Services Description Language (WSDL) for CSTA Phase III
ISO/IEC 17568:2013 - Information technology -- Telecommunications and information exchange
between systems -- Close proximity electric induction wireless communications
ISO/IEC 17343:2007 - Information technology -- Telecommunications and information exchange
between systems -- Corporate telecommunication networks -- Signalling interworking between
QSIG and SIP -- Basic services
ISO/IEC/IEEE 8802-11:2018 - Information technology -- Telecommunications and information
exchange between systems -- Local and metropolitan area networks -- Specific requirements -Part 11: Wireless LAN medium access control (MAC) and physical layer (PHY) specifications
ISO/IEC 15055:1997 - Information technology -- Telecommunications and information exchange
between systems -- Private Integrated Services Network -- Specification, functional model and
information flows -- Transit counter additional network feature
ISO/IEC 13247:1997 - Information technology -- Telecommunications and information exchange
between systems -- Broadband Private Integrated Services Network -- Inter-exchange signalling
protocol -- Basic call/connection control

ISO/IEC 22536:2013 - Information technology -- Telecommunications and information exchange
between systems -- Near Field Communication Interface and Protocol (NFCIP-1) -- RF interface
test methods
ISO/IEC 18092:2013 - Information technology -- Telecommunications and information exchange
between systems -- Near Field Communication -- Interface and Protocol (NFCIP-1)
ISO/IEC 15049:1997 - Information technology -- Telecommunications and information exchange
between systems -- Private Integrated Services Network -- Specification, functional model and
information flows -- Advice of charge supplementary services
ISO/IEC 15940:2013 - Systems and software engineering -- Software Engineering Environment
Services
ISO 3535:1977 - Forms design sheet and layout chart
ISO/IEC/IEEE 26512:2018 - Systems and software engineering -- Requirements for acquirers
and suppliers of information for users
ISO/TC 2 - Fasteners
ISO 8747:1997 - Grooved pins with countersunk head
ISO 8746:1997 - Grooved pins with round head
ISO 8745:1997 - Grooved pins -- Half-length taper grooved
ISO 8744:1997 - Grooved pins -- Full-length taper grooved
ISO 15984:2002 - Open end blind rivets with break pull mandrel and countersunk head -- A2/A2
ISO 15983:2002 - Open end blind rivets with break pull mandrel and protruding head -- A2/A2
ISO 15982:2002 - Open end blind rivets with break pull mandrel and countersunk head -- AIA/AIA
ISO 15981:2002 - Open end blind rivets with break pull mandrel and protruding head -- AIA/AIA
ISO 15980:2002 - Open end blind rivets with break pull mandrel and countersunk head -- St/St
ISO 15979:2002 - Open end blind rivets with break pull mandrel and protruding head -- St/St
ISO 15978:2002 - Open end blind rivets with break pull mandrel and countersunk head -- AIA/St
ISO 8739:1997 - Grooved pins -- Full-length parallel grooved, with pilot
ISO 8734:1997 - Parallel pins, of hardened steel and martensitic stainless steel (Dowel pins)
ISO 8735:1997 - Parallel pins with internal thread, of hardened steel and martensitic stainless
steel

ISO 2338:1997 - Parallel pins, of unhardened steel and austenitic stainless steel
ISO 898-3:2018 - Mechanical properties of fasteners made of carbon steel and alloy steel -- Part
3: Flat washers with specified property classes
ISO 8733:1997 - Parallel pins with internal thread, of unhardened steel and austenitic stainless
steel
ISO 1234:1997 - Split pins
ISO 15977:2002 - Open end blind rivets with break pull mandrel and protruding head -- AIA/St
ISO 8743:1997 - Grooved pins -- Half-length centre grooved
ISO 15976:2002 - Closed end blind rivets with break pull mandrel and protruding head -- St/St
ISO 8742:1997 - Grooved pins -- One-third-length centre grooved
ISO 15975:2002 - Closed end blind rivets with break pull mandrel and protruding head -- AI/AIA
ISO 8741:1997 - Grooved pins -- Half-length reverse-taper grooved
ISO 8740:1997 - Grooved pins -- Full-length parallel grooved, with chamfer
ISO 16582:2002 - Open end blind rivets with break pull mandrel and protruding head -- Cu/St or
Cu/Br or Cu/SSt
ISO 16583:2002 - Open end blind rivets with break pull mandrel and countersunk head -- Cu/St
or Cu/Br or Cu/SSt
ISO 16584:2002 - Open end blind rivets with break pull mandrel and protruding head -- NiCu/St
or NiCu/SSt
ISO 16585:2002 - Closed end blind rivets with pull mandrel and protruding head -- A2/SSt
ISO 2342:2003 - Slotted headless screws with shank
ISO 898-1:2013 - Mechanical properties of fasteners made of carbon steel and alloy steel -- Part
1: Bolts, screws and studs with specified property classes -- Coarse thread and fine pitch thread
ISO 4027:2003 - Hexagon socket set screws with cone point
ISO 4026:2003 -Hexagon socket set screws with flat point
ISO 16047:2005 - Fasteners -- Torque/clamp force testing
ISO 4028:2003 - Hexagon socket set screws with dog point
ISO 4029:2003 - Hexagon socket set screws with cup point

ISO 4762:2004 - Hexagon socket head cap screws
ISO 14581:2013 - Fasteners -- Hexalobular socket countersunk flat head screws
ISO 4757:1983 - Cross recesses for screws
ISO 10684:2004 - Fasteners -- Hot dip galvanized coatings
ISO 16426:2002 - Fasteners -- Quality assurance system
ISO 1891-4:2018 - Fasteners -- Vocabulary -- Part 4: Control, inspection, delivery, acceptance
and quality
ISO 8991:1986 - Designation system for fasteners
ISO 8992:2005 - Fasteners -- General requirements for bolts, screws, studs and nuts
ISO 15065:2005 - Countersinks for countersunk head screws with head configuration in
accordance with ISO 7721
ISO 7378:1983 - Fasteners -- Bolts, screws and studs -- Split pin holes and wire holes
ISO 3508:1976 - Thread run-outs for fasteners with thread in accordance with ISO 261 and ISO
262
ISO 4755:1983 - Fasteners -- Thread undercuts for external metric ISO threads
ISO 272:1982 - Fasteners -- Hexagon products -- Widths across flats
ISO/TC 4 - Rolling bearings
ISO 3228:2013 - Rolling bearings -- Cast and pressed housings for insert bearings -- Boundary
dimensions and tolerances
ISO/TC 5 - Ferrous metal pipes and metallic fittings
ISO 2852:1993 - Stainless steel clamp pipe couplings for the food industry
ISO 1129:1980 - Steel tubes for boilers, superheaters and heat exchangers -- Dimensions,
tolerances and conventional masses per unit length
ISO 7598:1988 - Stainless steel tubes suitable for screwing in accordance with ISO 7-1
ISO 2938:1974 - Hollow steel bars for machining
ISO 2853:1993 - Stainless steel threaded couplings for the food industry
ISO 2937:1974 - Plain end seamless steel tubes for mechanical application
ISO 3304:1985 - Plain end seamless precision steel tubes -- Technical conditions for delivery

ISO 5256:1985 - Steel pipes and fittings for buried or submerged pipe lines -- External and
internal coating by bitumen or coal tar derived materials
ISO 6761:1981 - Steel tubes -- Preparation of ends of tubes and fittings for welding
ISO 559:1991 - Steel tubes for water and sewage
ISO 2851:1993 - Stainless steel bends and tees for the food industry
ISO 15465:2004 - Pipework -- Stripwound metal hoses and hose assemblies
ISO/TC 6 - Paper, board and pulps
ISO 22891:2013 - Paper -- Determination of transmittance by diffuse reflectance measurement
ISO 5267-2:2001 - Pulps -- Determination of drainability -- Part 2: "Canadian Standard" freeness
method
ISO 5270:2012 - Pulps -- Laboratory sheets -- Determination of physical properties
ISO 6588-2:2012 - Paper, board and pulps -- Determination of pH of aqueous extracts -- Part 2:
Hot extraction
ISO 9198:2001 - Paper, board and pulp -- Determination of water-soluble sulfates
ISO 6588-1:2012 - Paper, board and pulps -- Determination of pH of aqueous extracts -- Part 1:
Cold extraction
ISO 11093-4:2016 - Paper and board -- Testing of cores -- Part 4: Measurement of dimensions
ISO 5647:1990 - Paper and board -- Determination of titanium dioxide content
ISO 11093-9:2006 - Paper and board -- Testing of cores -- Part 9: Determination of flat crush
resistance
ISO 5628:2012 - Paper and board -- Determination of bending stiffness -- General principles for
two-point, three-point and four-point methods
ISO 8791-4:2007 - Paper and board -- Determination of roughness/smoothness (air leak
methods) -- Part 4: Print-surf method
ISO 536:2012 - Paper and board -- Determination of grammage
ISO 8791-1:1986 - Paper and board -- Determination of roughness/smoothness (air leak
methods) -- Part 1: General method
ISO 12625-11:2012 - Tissue paper and tissue products -- Part 11: Determination of wet ball burst
strength

ISO/TC 8 - Ships and marine technology
ISO 30006:2010 - Ship recycling management systems -- Diagrams to show the location of
hazardous materials onboard ships
ISO 18079-2:2018 - Ships and marine technology -- Servicing of inflatable life-saving appliances - Part 2: Inflatable life rafts
ISO 4001:1977 - Shipbuilding -- Inland navigation -- Raft-type life-saving apparatus
ISO 18079-3:2018 - Ships and marine technology -- Servicing of inflatable life-saving appliances - Part 3: Inflatable lifejackets
ISO 15372:2000 - Ships and marine technology -- Inflatable rescue boats -- Coated fabrics for
inflatable chambers
ISO/PAS 21195:2018 - Ships and marine technology -- Systems for the detection of persons
while going overboard from ships (Man overboard detection)
ISO 3935:1977 - Shipbuilding -- Inland navigation -- Fire-fighting water system -- Pressures
ISO 18079-4:2018 - Ships and marine technology -- Servicing of inflatable life-saving appliances - Part 4: Marine evacuation systems
ISO 18079-5:2018 - Ships and marine technology -- Servicing of inflatable life-saving appliances - Part 5: Inflated rescue boats
ISO 4143:1981 - Shipbuilding -- Inland vessels -- Open rowing lifeboats
ISO 27991:2008 - Ships and marine technology -- Marine evacuation systems -- Means of
communication
ISO 18079-1:2018 - Ships and marine technology -- Servicing of inflatable life-saving appliances - Part 1: General
ISO 28005-1:2013 - Security management systems for the supply chain -- Electronic port
clearance (EPC) -- Part 1: Message structures
ISO 20858:2007 - Ships and marine technology -- Maritime port facility security assessments and
security plan development
ISO 13073-1:2012 - Ships and marine technology - Risk assessment on anti-fouling systems on
ships -- Part 1: Marine environmental risk assessment method of biocidally active substances
used for anti-fouling systems on ships
ISO 16446:2013 - Ships and marine technology -- Marine environment protection -- Adapter for
joining dissimilar boom connectors
ISO 8864:1987 - Air-conditioning and ventilation of wheelhouse on board ships -- Design
conditions and basis of calculations

ISO 15748-2:2002 - Ships and marine technology -- Potable water supply on ships and marine
structures -- Part 2: Method of calculation
ISO 9099:1987 - Air-conditioning and ventilation of dry provision rooms on board ships -- Design
conditions and basis of calculations
ISO 9785:2002 - Ships and marine technology -- Ventilation of cargo spaces where vehicles with
internal combustion engines are driven -- Calculation of theoretical total airflow required
ISO 6325:1987 - Shipbuilding -- Cable stoppers
ISO 8314:1987 - Shipbuilding and marine structures -- Trunnion pieces for span bearings and
lead block bearings
ISO 16329:2003 - Ships and marine technology -- Heading control systems for high-speed craft
ISO 16425:2013 - Ships and marine technology -- Guidelines for the installation of ship
communication networks for shipboard equipment and systems
ISO 16145-4:2013 - Ships and marine technology -- Protective coatings and inspection method -Part 4: Automated measuring method for the total amount of water-soluble salts
ISO 3434:2012 - Ships and marine technology -- Heated glass panes for ships' rectangular
windows
ISO/TC 10 - Technical product documentation
ISO 9957-2:1995 - Fluid draughting media -- Part 2: Water-based non-India ink -- Requirements
and test conditions
ISO/TS 128-71:2010 - Technical product documentation (TPD) -- General principles of
presentation -- Part 71: Simplified representation for mechanical engineering drawings
ISO/TC 17 - Steel
ISO 14404-2:2013 - Calculation method of carbon dioxide emission intensity from iron and steel
production -- Part 2: Steel plant with electric arc furnace (EAF)
ISO 14404-1:2013 - Calculation method of carbon dioxide emission intensity from iron and steel
production -- Part 1: Steel plant with blast furnace
ISO 9647:1989 - Steel and iron -- Determination of vanadium content -- Flame atomic absorption
spectrometric method
ISO 4943:1985 - Steel and cast iron -- Determination of copper content -- Flame atomic
absorption spectrometric method
ISO 1005-2:1986 - Railway rolling stock material -- Part 2: Tyres, wheel centres and tyred wheels
for tractive and trailing stock -- Dimensional, balancing and assembly requirements

ISO 1005-4:1986 - Railway rolling stock material -- Part 4: Rolled or forged wheel centres for
tyred wheels for tractive and trailing stock -- Quality requirements
ISO 6933:1986 - Railway rolling stock material -- Magnetic particle acceptance testing
ISO 1005-8:1986 - Railway rolling stock material -- Part 8: Solid wheels for tractive and trailing
stock -- Dimensional and balancing requirements
ISO 1005-9:1986 - Railway rolling stock material -- Part 9: Axles for tractive and trailing stock -Dimensional requirements
ISO 15698-2:2012 - Steel for the reinforcement of concrete -- Headed bars -- Part 2: Test
methods
ISO 15698-1:2012 - Steel for the reinforcement of concrete -- Headed bars -- Part 1:
Requirements
ISO 14656:1999 - Epoxy powder and sealing material for the coating of steel for the
reinforcement of concrete
ISO 19203:2018 - Hot-dip galvanized and zinc-aluminium coated high tensile steel wire for bridge
cables -- Specifications
ISO 13270:2013 - Steel fibres for concrete -- Definitions and specifications
ISO 17832:2018 - Non-parallel steel wire and cords for tyre reinforcement
ISO 404:2013 - Steel and steel products -- General technical delivery requirements
ISO 10474:2013 - Steel and steel products -- Inspection documents
ISO 7452:2013 - Hot-rolled steel plates -- Tolerances on dimensions and shape
ISO 683-3:2016 - Heat-treatable steels, alloy steels and free-cutting steels -- Part 3: Casehardening steels
ISO 4957:2018 - Tool steels
ISO 9443:2018 - Surface quality classes for hot-rolled bars and wire rod
ISO/TC 20 - Aircraft and space vehicles
ISO 13832:2013 - Aerospace -- Wire, aluminium alloy and copper-clad aluminium conductors -General performance requirements
ISO 8574:2004 - Aerospace -- Hydraulic system tubing -- Qualification tests for bent tubes

ISO 16031-1:2002 - Aerospace fluid systems -- O-rings, inch series: Inside diameters and cross
sections, tolerances and size-identification codes -- Part 1: Close tolerances for hydraulic
systems
ISO 15390:2004 - Space environment (natural and artificial) -- Galactic cosmic ray model
ISO 17401:2004 - Space systems -- Spacecraft interface requirements document for launch
vehicle services
ISO 16157:2018 - Space systems -- Human-life activity support systems and equipment
integration in space flight -- Techno-medical requirements for space vehicle human habitation
environments
ISO 16458:2004 - Space systems -- Unmanned spacecraft transportation -- General
requirements
ISO 20780:2018 - Space systems -- Fiber optic components -- Design and verification
requirements
ISO 10794:2018 - Space systems -- Programme management -- Material, mechanical parts and
processes
ISO 7689:2008 - Aerospace -- Bolts, with MJ threads, made of alloy steel, strength class 1 100
MPa -- Procurement specification
ISO 8788:2000 - Aerospace -- Nuts, metric -- Tolerances of form and position
ISO 10096:1997 - Aerospace -- Nuts, hexagonal, slotted (castellated), reduced height, reduced
across flats, with MJ threads, classifications: 450 MPa (at ambient temperature)/425 degrees C,
600 MPa (at ambient temperature)/235 degrees C, 600 MPa (at ambient temperature)/315
degrees C, 600 MPa (at ambient temperature)/650 degrees C, 900 MPa (at ambient
temperature)/235 degrees C, 900 MPa (at ambient temperature)/730 degrees C and 1 100 MPa
(at ambient temperature)/600 degrees C -- Dimensions
ISO 3185:2008 - Aerospace -- Bolts, normal bihexagonal head, normal shank, short or medium
length MJ threads, metallic material, coated or uncoated, strength classes less than or equal to 1
100 MPa -- Dimensions
ISO 2533:1975 - Standard Atmosphere
ISO/TC 21 - Equipment for fire protection and fire fighting
ISO 7240-25:2010 - Fire detection and fire alarm systems -- Part 25: Components using radio
transmission paths
ISO 7240-23:2013 - Fire detection and alarm systems -- Part 23: Visual alarm devices
ISO 7240-5:2018 - Fire detection and fire alarm systems -- Part 5: Point type heat detectors

ISO 7240-27:2018 - Fire detection and alarm systems -- Part 27: Point type fire detectors using a
smoke sensor in combination with a carbon monoxide sensor and, optionally, one or more heat
sensors
ISO 7240-7:2018 - Fire detection and alarm systems -- Part 7: Point-type smoke detectors using
scattered light, transmitted light or ionization
ISO/TC 22 - Road vehicles
ISO 3832:2002 - Passenger cars -- Luggage compartments -- Method of measuring reference
volume
ISO 22628:2002 - Road vehicles -- Recyclability and recoverability -- Calculation method
ISO 14229-6:2013 - Road vehicles -- Unified diagnostic services (UDS) -- Part 6: Unified
diagnostic services on K-Line implementation (UDSonK-Line)
ISO 16844-1:2013 - Road vehicles -- Tachograph systems -- Part 1: Electrical connectors
ISO 15764:2004 - Road vehicles -- Extended data link security
ISO 14229-2:2013 - Road vehicles -- Unified diagnostic services (UDS) -- Part 2: Session layer
services
ISO 17458-5:2013 Road vehicles -- FlexRay communications system -- Part 5: Electrical physical layer conformance
test specification
ISO 17458-4:2013 - Road vehicles -- FlexRay communications system -- Part 4: Electrical
physical layer specification
ISO 14229-4:2012 - Road vehicles -- Unified diagnostic services (UDS) -- Part 4: Unified
diagnostic services on FlexRay implementation (UDSonFR)
ISO 22900-3:2012 - Road vehicles -- Modular vehicle communication interface (MVCI) -- Part 3:
Diagnostic server application programming interface (D-Server API)
ISO 17458-1:2013 - Road vehicles -- FlexRay communications system -- Part 1: General
information and use case definition
ISO 17458-3:2013 - Road vehicles -- FlexRay communications system -- Part 3: Data link layer
conformance test specification
ISO 18542-1:2012 - Road vehicles -- Standardized repair and maintenance information (RMI)
terminology -- Part 1: General information and use case definition
ISO 17458-2:2013 - Road vehicles -- FlexRay communications system -- Part 2: Data link layer
specification

ISO 11748-1:2001 - Road vehicles -- Technical documentation of electrical and electronic
systems -- Part 1: Content of exchanged documents
ISO 11452-9:2012 - Road vehicles -- Component test methods for electrical disturbances from
narrowband radiated electromagnetic energy -- Part 9: Portable transmitters
ISO 10605:2008 - Road vehicles -- Test methods for electrical disturbances from electrostatic
discharge
ISO 20653:2013 - Road vehicles -- Degrees of protection (IP code) -- Protection of electrical
equipment against foreign objects, water and access
ISO 11452-5:2002 - Road vehicles -- Component test methods for electrical disturbances from
narrowband radiated electromagnetic energy -- Part 5: Stripline
ISO 4165:2001 - Road vehicles -- Electrical connections -- Double-pole connection
ISO 15170-1:2001 - Road vehicles -- Four-pole electrical connectors with pins and twist lock -Part 1: Dimensions and classes of application
ISO 16750-3:2012 - Road vehicles -- Environmental conditions and testing for electrical and
electronic equipment -- Part 3: Mechanical loads
ISO 15170-2:2001 - Road vehicles -- Four-pole electrical connectors with pins and twist lock -Part 2: Tests and requirements
ISO 11446-2:2012 - Road vehicles -- Connectors for the electrical connection of towing and
towed vehicles -- Part 2: 13-pole connectors for vehicles with 12 V nominal supply voltage
intended to cross water fords
ISO 20860-1:2008 - Road vehicles -- 50 ohms impedance radio frequency connection system
interface -- Part 1: Dimensions and electrical requirements
ISO 20860-2:2009 - Road vehicles -- 50 ohms impedance radio frequency connection system
interface -- Part 2: Test procedures
ISO 16750-5:2010 - Road vehicles -- Environmental conditions and testing for electrical and
electronic equipment -- Part 5: Chemical loads
ISO 7638-1:2018 - Road vehicles -- Connectors for the electrical connection of towing and towed
vehicles -- Part 1: Connectors for braking systems and running gear of vehicles with 24 V nominal
supply voltage
ISO 14791:2000 - Road vehicles -- Heavy commercial vehicle combinations and articulated
buses -- Lateral stability test methods
ISO 21750:2006 - Road vehicles -- Safety enhancement in conjunction with tyre inflation pressure
monitoring

ISO 4929:1978 - Road vehicles -- Diaphragm gaskets for hydraulic brake master cylinder
reservoirs using a non-petroleum base hydraulic brake fluid
ISO 3803:1984 - Road vehicles -- Hydraulic pressure test connection for braking equipment
ISO 8720:1991 - Passenger cars -- Specifications for mechanical jacks
ISO 11012:2009 - Heavy commercial vehicles and buses -- Open-loop test methods for the
quantification of on-centre handling -- Weave test and transition test
ISO 7612:2009 - Diesel engines -- Base-mounted in-line fuel injection pumps and high-pressure
supply pumps for common rail fuel injection systems -- Mounting dimensions
ISO 12345:2013 - Diesel engines -- Cleanliness assessment of fuel injection equipment
ISO 13837:2008 - Road vehicles -- Safety glazing materials -- Method for the determination of
solar transmittance
ISO/TS 15827:2007 - Road vehicles -- Test procedures -- Evaluating small female dummy arm
and forearm interactions with driver frontal airbags and side airbags
ISO/TS 22239-2:2018 - Road vehicles -- Child seat presence and orientation detection system
(CPOD) -- Part 2: Resonator specification
ISO/TS 22239-1:2018 - Road vehicles -- Child seat presence and orientation detection system
(CPOD) -- Part 1: Specifications and test methods
ISO 14451-9:2013 - Pyrotechnic articles -- Pyrotechnic articles for vehicles -- Part 9:
Requirements and categorization for actuators
ISO 15828:2004 - Road vehicles -- Offset frontal impact test procedure
ISO 14451-8:2013 - Pyrotechnic articles -- Pyrotechnic articles for vehicles -- Part 8:
Requirements and categorization for igniters
ISO 14451-10:2013 - Pyrotechnic articles -- Pyrotechnic articles for vehicles -- Part 10:
Requirements and categorization for semi-finished products
ISO 16850:2007 - Road vehicles -- Pedestrian protection -- Child head impact test method
ISO 6546:2018 - Road vehicles -- Collection of accident data for evaluation of occupant restraint
performance
ISO 17840-4:2018 - Road vehicles -- Information for first and second responders -- Part 4:
Propulsion energy identification
ISO 12097-2:1996 - Road vehicles -- Airbag components -- Part 2: Testing of airbag modules
ISO/TS 18571:2014 - Road vehicles -- Objective rating metric for non-ambiguous signals

ISO 15830-4:2013 - Road vehicles -- Design and performance specifications for the WorldSID
50th percentile male side impact dummy -- Part 4: User's manual
ISO 15830-3:2013 - Road vehicles -- Design and performance specifications for the WorldSID
50th percentile male side-impact dummy -- Part 3: Electronic subsystems
ISO 15830-2:2013 - Road vehicles -- Design and performance specifications for the WorldSID
50th percentile male side-impact dummy -- Part 2: Mechanical subsystems
ISO 14451-4:2013 - Pyrotechnic articles -- Pyrotechnic articles for vehicles -- Part 4:
Requirements and categorization for micro gas generators
ISO 15830-1:2013 - Road vehicles -- Design and performance specifications for the WorldSID
50th percentile male side-impact dummy -- Part 1: Terminology and rationale
ISO 14451-3:2013 - Pyrotechnic articles -- Pyrotechnic articles for vehicles -- Part 3: Labelling
ISO 14451-2:2013 - Pyrotechnic articles -- Pyrotechnic articles for vehicles -- Part 2: Test
methods
ISO 17373:2005 - Road vehicles -- Sled test procedure for evaluating occupant head and neck
interactions with seat/head restraint designs in low-speed rear-end impact
ISO 14451-1:2013 - Pyrotechnic articles -- Pyrotechnic articles for vehicles -- Part 1: Terminology
ISO 14451-7:2013 - Pyrotechnic articles -- Pyrotechnic articles for vehicles -- Part 7:
Requirements and categorization for seatbelt pretensioners
ISO 14451-6:2013 - Pyrotechnic articles -- Pyrotechnic articles for vehicles -- Part 6:
Requirements and categorization for airbag modules
ISO 7862:2004 - Road vehicles -- Sled test procedure for the evaluation of restraint systems by
simulation of frontal collisions
ISO 14451-5:2013 - Pyrotechnic articles -- Pyrotechnic articles for vehicles -- Part 5:
Requirements and categorization for airbag gas generators
ISO 23274-1:2013 - Hybrid-electric road vehicles -- Exhaust emissions and fuel consumption
measurements -- Part 1: Non-externally chargeable vehicles
ISO 23274-2:2012 - Hybrid-electric road vehicles -- Exhaust emissions and fuel consumption
measurements -- Part 2: Externally chargeable vehicles
ISO 6855-3:2012 - Mopeds -- Measurement method for gaseous exhaust emissions and fuel
consumption -- Part 3: Fuel consumption measurement at a constant speed
ISO 6855-2:2012 - Mopeds -- Measurement method for gaseous exhaust emissions and fuel
consumption -- Part 2: Test cycles and specific test conditions

ISO 6855-1:2012 - Mopeds -- Measurement method for gaseous exhaust emissions and fuel
consumption -- Part 1: General test requirements
ISO 13064-2:2012 - Battery-electric mopeds and motorcycles -- Performance -- Part 2: Road
operating characteristics
ISO 13064-1:2012 - Battery-electric mopeds and motorcycles -- Performance -- Part 1: Reference
energy consumption and range
ISO 11838:1997 - Motorcycle and motorcycle-rider kinematics -- Vocabulary
ISO 7643:1991 - Caravans and light trailers -- Trailers of categories 01 and 02 with overrun
brakes -- Linear bench test methods for brake controls
ISO 11555-1:2003 - Road vehicles -- Stabilizing devices for caravans and light trailers -- Part 1:
Integrated stabilizers
ISO 7237:1993 - Caravans -- Masses and dimensions -- Vocabulary
ISO 7653:1985 - Road vehicles -- Commercial vehicles -- Couplings between power take-offs
(PTO) and ancillary driven units
ISO 18207:2006 - Road vehicles -- Trailers up to 3,5 t -- Control of welded towing brackets for
coupling ball after fatigue testing
ISO 1726-1:2000 - Road vehicles -- Mechanical coupling between tractors and semi-trailers -Part 1: Interchangeability between tractors and semi-trailers for general cargo
ISO 8717:2000 - Commercial road vehicles -- Fifth wheel couplings -- Strength tests
ISO 1102:2001 - Commercial road vehicles -- 50 mm drawbar eye -- Interchangeability
ISO 8718:2001 - Road vehicles -- Drawbar couplings and eyes for hinged drawbars -- Strength
tests
ISO 8716:2001 - Road vehicles -- Fifth wheel kingpins -- Strength test
ISO 7641:2012 - Road vehicles -- Trailers up to 3,5 t -- Calculation of the mechanical strength of
steel drawbars
ISO 3853:1994 - Road vehicles -- Towing vehicle coupling device to tow caravans or light trailers
-- Mechanical strength test
ISO 7642:1991 - Caravans and light trailers -- Trailers of categories 01 and 02 with overrun
brakes -- Inertia bench test methods for brakes
ISO 15500-17:2012 - Road vehicles -- Compressed natural gas (CNG) fuel system components -Part 17: Flexible fuel line

ISO 15500-14:2012 - Road vehicles -- Compressed natural gas (CNG) fuel system components -Part 14: Excess flow valve
ISO 15500-6:2012 - Road vehicles -- Compressed natural gas (CNG) fuel system components -Part 6: Automatic valve
ISO 15500-9:2012 - Road vehicles -- Compressed natural gas (CNG) fuel system components -Part 9: Pressure regulator
ISO 15500-13:2012 - Road vehicles -- Compressed natural gas (CNG) fuel system components -Part 13: Pressure relief device (PRD)
ISO 15500-5:2012 - Road vehicles -- Compressed natural gas (CNG) fuel system components -Part 5: Manual cylinder valve
ISO 15500-3:2012 - Road vehicles -- Compressed natural gas (CNG) fuel system components -Part 3: Check valve
ISO 15500-4:2012 - Road vehicles -- Compressed natural gas (CNG) fuel system components -Part 4: Manual valve
ISO 15500-18:2012 - Road vehicles -- Compressed natural gas (CNG) fuel system components -Part 18: Filter
ISO 15500-19:2012 - Road vehicles -- Compressed natural gas (CNG) fuel system components -Part 19: Fittings
ISO 15500-16:2012 - Road vehicles -- Compressed natural gas (CNG) fuel system components -Part 16: Rigid fuel line in stainless steel
ISO/TC 23 - Tractors and machinery for agriculture and forestry
ISO 13693-1:2013 - Irrigation equipment -- Safety devices for chemigation -- Part 1: Small
plastics valves for chemigation
ISO 7714:2018 - Agricultural irrigation equipment -- Volumetric valves -- General requirements
and test methods
ISO 20112-1:2018 - Tractors and machinery for agriculture and forestry -- Camera interface
between tractor and implement -- Part 1: Analogue camera interface
ISO 11783-6:2018 - Tractors and machinery for agriculture and forestry -- Serial control and
communications data network -- Part 6: Virtual terminal
ISO 14982:1998 - Agricultural and forestry machinery -- Electromagnetic compatibility -- Test
methods and acceptance criteria
ISO 3776-2:2013 - Tractors and machinery for agriculture -- Seat belts -- Part 2: Anchorage
strength requirements

ISO 12140:2013 - Agricultural machinery -- Agricultural trailers and trailed equipment -- Drawbar
jacks
ISO 26322-1:2008 - Tractors for agriculture and forestry -- Safety -- Part 1: Standard tractors
ISO 20019:2001 - Agricultural vehicles -- Mechanical connections on towed vehicles -Dimensions for hitch rings
ISO 6489-1:2001 - Agricultural vehicles -- Mechanical connections between towed and towing
vehicles -- Part 1: Dimensions of hitch-hooks
ISO 2057:1981 - Agricultural tractors -- Remote control hydraulic cylinders for trailed implements
ISO 16119-3:2013 - Agricultural and forestry machinery -- Environmental requirements for
sprayers -- Part 3: Sprayers for bush and tree crops
ISO 16119-2:2013 - Agricultural and forestry machinery -- Environmental requirements for
sprayers -- Part 2: Horizontal boom sprayers
ISO 16119-1:2013 - Agricultural and forestry machinery -- Environmental requirements for
sprayers -- Part 1: General
ISO 14131:2005 - Agricultural sprayers -- Boom steadiness -- Test methods
ISO 5687:2018 - Equipment for harvesting -- Combine harvesters -- Determination and
designation of grain tank capacity and unloading device performance
ISO/TC 24 - Particle characterization including sieving
ISO 21501-4:2018 - Determination of particle size distribution -- Single particle light interaction
methods -- Part 4: Light scattering airborne particle counter for clean spaces
ISO/TC 25 - Cast irons and pig irons
ISO 1083:2018 - Spheroidal graphite cast irons -- Classification
ISO/TC 26 - Copper and copper alloys
ISO 4748:1984 - Copper alloys -- Determination of iron content -- Na2EDTA titrimetric method
ISO 5956:1984 - Copper and copper alloys -- Determination of antimony content -- Rhodamine B
spectrometric method
ISO 4749:1984 - Copper alloys -- Determination of lead content -- Flame atomic absorption
spectrometric method
ISO 5959:1984 - Copper and copper alloys -- Determination of bismuth content -Diethyldithiocarbamate spectrometric method

ISO 5960:1984 - Copper alloys -- Determination of cadmium content -- Flame atomic absorption
spectrometric method
ISO 4742:1984 - Copper alloys -- Determination of nickel content -- Gravimetric method
ISO 4744:1984 - Copper and copper alloys -- Determination of chromium content -- Flame atomic
absorption spectrometric method
ISO/TC 27 - Solid mineral fuels
ISO 10086-1:2000 - Coal -- Methods for evaluating flocculants for use in coal preparation -- Part
1: Basic parameters
ISO 10752:1994 - Coal sizing equipment -- Performance evaluation
ISO 10753:1994 - Coal preparation plant -- Assessment of the liability to breakdown in water of
materials associated with coal seams
ISO 8858-1:1990 - Hard coal -- Froth flotation testing -- Part 1: Laboratory procedure
ISO 1213-1:1993 - Solid mineral fuels -- Vocabulary -- Part 1: Terms relating to coal preparation
ISO 1928:2009 - Solid mineral fuels -- Determination of gross calorific value by the bomb
calorimetric method and calculation of net calorific value
ISO 925:1997 - Solid mineral fuels -- Determination of carbonate carbon content -- Gravimetric
method
ISO 11724:2016 - Solid mineral fuels -- Determination of total fluorine in coal, coke and fly ash
ISO 12900:2015 - Hard coal -- Determination of abrasiveness
ISO/TC 28 - Petroleum and related products, fuels and lubricants from natural or synthetic
sources
ISO 6618:1997 - Petroleum products and lubricants -- Determination of acid or base number -Colour-indicator titration method
ISO 13757:1996 - Liquefied petroleum gases -- Determination of oily residues -- Hightemperature method
ISO 13758:1996 - Liquefied petroleum gases -- Assessment of the dryness of propane -- Valve
freeze method
ISO 13759:1996 - Petroleum products -- Determination of alkyl nitrate in diesel fuels -Spectrometric method
ISO/TR 19686-2:2018 - Petroleum products -- Equivalency of test method determining the same
property -- Part 2: Density of petroleum products

ISO 4264:2018 - Petroleum products -- Calculation of cetane index of middle-distillate fuels by the
four variable equation
ISO 2137:2007 - Petroleum products and lubricants -- Determination of cone penetration of
lubricating greases and petrolatum
ISO 6619:1988 - Petroleum products and lubricants -- Neutralization number -- Potentiometric
titration method
ISO 11007:1997 - Petroleum products and lubricants -- Determination of rust-prevention
characteristics of lubricating greases
ISO 3448:1992 - Industrial liquid lubricants -- ISO viscosity classification
ISO 6614:1994 - Petroleum products -- Determination of water separability of petroleum oils and
synthetic fluids
ISO 4256:1996 - Liquefied petroleum gases -- Determination of gauge vapour pressure -- LPG
method
ISO 9038:2013 - Determination of sustained combustibility of liquids
ISO 6245:2001 - Petroleum products -- Determination of ash
ISO 13032:2012 - Petroleum products -- Determination of low concentration of sulfur in
automotive fuels -- Energy-dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectrometric method
ISO 2176:1995 - Petroleum products -- Lubricating grease -- Determination of dropping point
ISO 13736:2013 - Determination of flash point -- Abel closed-cup method
ISO 11009:2000 - Petroleum products and lubricants -- Determination of water washout
characteristics of lubricating greases
ISO 9120:1997 - Petroleum and related products -- Determination of air-release properties of
steam turbine and other oils -- Impinger method
ISO 3170:2004 - Petroleum liquids -- Manual sampling
ISO/TC 29 – Small tools
ISO 2336-1:1996 - Hacksaw blades -- Part 1: Dimensions for hand blades
ISO 1651:1974 - Tube drawing mandrels
ISO 234-1:1983 - Files and rasps -- Part 1: Dimensions
ISO 1684:1975 - Wire, bar and tube drawing dies -- Specifications
ISO 2729:1995 - Woodworking tools -- Chisels and gouges

ISO 2804:1996 - Wire, bar or tube drawing dies -- As-sintered pellets of hardmetal (carbide) -Dimensions
ISO 3316:2018 - Assembly tools for screws and nuts -- Attachments for hand-operated square
drive socket wrenches -- Dimensions and tests
ISO 3315:2018 - Assembly tools for screws and nuts -- Driving parts for hand-operated square
drive socket wrenches -- Dimensions and tests
ISO 603-18:2013 - Bonded abrasive products -- Dimensions -- Part 18: Grinding wheels for flat
glass edge grinding machines
ISO 525:2013 - Bonded abrasive products -- General requirements
ISO 23480:2013 - Tools for pressing -- Sliding plates
ISO 10073:2008 - Tools for moulding -- Support pillars
ISO 3855:1977 - Milling cutters -- Nomenclature
ISO 2238:2011 - Machine bridge reamers
ISO 5968:1981 - Circular screwing dies -- Terminology
ISO 10887:1999 - Key type three-jaw drill chucks -- Specification
ISO 2296:2011 - Metal slitting saws with fine and coarse teeth -- Metric series
ISO 5419:1982 - Twist drills -- Terms, definitions and types
ISO 6108:1978 - Double equal angle cutters with plain bore and key drive
ISO 2780:2006 - Milling cutters with tenon drive -- Interchangeability dimensions for cutter arbors
-- Metric series
ISO 10888:1999 - Keyless type three-jaw drill chucks -- Specification
ISO 7294:1983 - Saw teeth for woodworking saws -- Profile shape -- Terminology and
designation
ISO/TC 30 - Measurement of fluid flow in closed conduits
ISO 2975-1:1974 - Measurement of water flow in closed conduits -- Tracer methods -- Part 1:
General
ISO/TC 31 - Tyres, rims and valves

ISO 15222:2011 - Truck and bus tyres -- Method for measuring relative wet grip performance -Loaded new tyres
ISO 18164:2005
Passenger car, truck, bus and motorcycle tyres -- Methods of measuring rolling resistance
ISO 4251-5:1992 - Tyres (ply rating marked series) and rims for agricultural tractors and
machines -- Part 5: Logging and forestry service tyres
ISO 11795:2018 - Agricultural tractor drive wheel tyres -- Explanation of rolling circumference
index (RCI) and speed radius index (SRI) and method of measuring tyre rolling circumference
ISO/TC 33 - Refractories
ISO 3187:1989 - Refractory products -- Determination of creep in compression
ISO 13765-4:2004 - Refractory mortars -- Part 4: Determination of flexural bonding strength
ISO 13765-3:2004 - Refractory mortars -- Part 3: Determination of joint stability
ISO 13765-2:2004 - Refractory mortars -- Part 2: Determination of consistency using the
reciprocating flow table method
ISO 13765-1:2004 - Refractory mortars -- Part 1: Determination of consistency using the
penetrating cone method
ISO 1927-6:2012 - Monolithic (unshaped) refractory products -- Part 6: Measurement of physical
properties
ISO 1927-5:2012 - Monolithic (unshaped) refractory products -- Part 5: Preparation and treatment
of test pieces
ISO 1927-8:2012 - Monolithic (unshaped) refractory products -- Part 8: Determination of
complementary properties
ISO 5017:2013 - Dense shaped refractory products -- Determination of bulk density, apparent
porosity and true porosity
ISO 1927-7:2012 - Monolithic (unshaped) refractory products -- Part 7: Tests on pre-formed
shapes
ISO 5016:1997 - Shaped insulating refractory products -- Determination of bulk density and true
porosity
ISO 13765-6:2004 - Refractory mortars -- Part 6: Determination of moisture content of readymixed mortars
ISO 8840:1987 - Refractory materials -- Determination of bulk density of granular materials (grain
density)

ISO 13765-5:2004 - Refractory mortars -- Part 5: Determination of grain size distribution (sieve
analysis)
ISO 1927-1:2012 - Monolithic (unshaped) refractory products -- Part 1: Introduction and
classification
ISO 2478:1987 - Dense shaped refractory products -- Determination of permanent change in
dimensions on heating
ISO 5014:1997 - Dense and insulating shaped refractory products -- Determination of modulus of
rupture at ambient temperature
ISO 5013:1985 - Refractory products -- Determination of modulus of rupture at elevated
temperatures
ISO 10059-1:1992 - Dense, shaped refractory products -- Determination of cold compressive
strength -- Part 1: Referee test without packing
ISO 8895:2004 - Shaped insulating refractory products -- Determination of cold crushing strength
ISO 14720-2:2013 - Testing of ceramic raw and basic materials -- Determination of sulfur in
powders and granules of non-oxidic ceramic raw and basic materials -- Part 2: Inductively
coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP/OES) or ion chromatography after burning in
an oxygen flow
ISO 14720-1:2013 - Testing of ceramic raw and basic materials -- Determination of sulfur in
powders and granules of non-oxidic ceramic raw and basic materials -- Part 1: Infrared
measurement methods
ISO 1927-3:2012 - Monolithic (unshaped) refractory products -- Part 3: Characterization as
received
ISO 1927-2:2012 - Monolithic (unshaped) refractory products -- Part 2: Sampling for testing
ISO 1927-4:2012 - Monolithic (unshaped) refractory products -- Part 4: Determination of
consistency of castables
ISO/TC 34 - Food products
ISO 5495:2005 - Sensory analysis -- Methodology -- Paired comparison test
ISO 3972:2011 - Sensory analysis -- Methodology -- Method of investigating sensitivity of taste
ISO 21572:2013 - Foodstuffs -- Molecular biomarker analysis -- Protein-based methods
ISO/TS 21569-3:2015 - Horizontal methods for molecular biomarker analysis -- Methods of
analysis for the detection of genetically modified organisms and derived products -- Part 3:
Construct-specific real-time PCR method for detection of P35S-pat-sequence for screening
genetically modified organisms

ISO 22000:2018 - Food safety management systems -- Requirements for any organization in the
food chain
ISO 5520:1981 - Fruits, vegetables and derived products -- Determination of alkalinity of total ash
and of water-soluble ash
ISO 6560:1983 - Fruit and vegetable products -- Determination of benzoic acid content (benzoic
acid contents greater than 200 mg per litre or per kilogram) -- Molecular absorption spectrometric
method
ISO 3634:1979 - Vegetable products -- Determination of chloride content
ISO 24333:2009 - Cereals and cereal products -- Sampling
ISO 5526:2013 - Cereals, pulses and other food grains -- Nomenclature
ISO 17715:2013 - Flour from wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) -- Amperometric method for starch
damage measurement
ISO 27871:2011 - Cheese and processed cheese -- Determination of the nitrogenous fractions
ISO 5543:2004 - Caseins and caseinates -- Determination of fat content -- Gravimetric method
(Reference method)
ISO 2920:2004 - Whey cheese -- Determination of dry matter (Reference method)
ISO 2911:2004 - Sweetened condensed milk -- Determination of sucrose content -- Polarimetric
method
ISO 1740:2004 - Milkfat products and butter -- Determination of fat acidity (Reference method)
ISO/TS 6733:2006 - Milk and milk products -- Determination of lead content -- Graphite furnace
atomic absorption spectrometric method
ISO 8086:2004 - Dairy plant -- Hygiene conditions -- General guidance on inspection and
sampling procedures
ISO 1739:2006 - Butter -- Determination of the refractive index of the fat (Reference method)
ISO 7238:2004 - Butter -- Determination of pH of the serum -- Potentiometric method
ISO 15884:2002 - Milk fat -- Preparation of fatty acid methyl esters
ISO 27871:2011 - Cheese and processed cheese -- Determination of the nitrogenous fractions
ISO 5543:2004 - Caseins and caseinates -- Determination of fat content -- Gravimetric method
(Reference method)
ISO 2920:2004 - Whey cheese -- Determination of dry matter (Reference method)

ISO 2911:2004 - Sweetened condensed milk -- Determination of sucrose content -- Polarimetric
method
ISO 1740:2004 - Milkfat products and butter -- Determination of fat acidity (Reference method)
ISO/TS 6733:2006 - Milk and milk products -- Determination of lead content -- Graphite furnace
atomic absorption spectrometric method
ISO 8086:2004 - Dairy plant -- Hygiene conditions -- General guidance on inspection and
sampling procedures
ISO 1739:2006 - Butter -- Determination of the refractive index of the fat (Reference method)
ISO 7238:2004 - Butter -- Determination of pH of the serum -- Potentiometric method
ISO 15884:2002 - Milk fat -- Preparation of fatty acid methyl esters
ISO 14673-3:2004 - Milk and milk products -- Determination of nitrate and nitrite contents -- Part
3: Method using cadmium reduction and flow injection analysis with in-line dialysis (Routine
method)
ISO 6731:2010 - Milk, cream and evaporated milk -- Determination of total solids content
(Reference method)
ISO 14637:2004 - Milk -- Determination of urea content -- Enzymatic method using difference in
pH (Reference method)
ISO 707:2008 - Milk and milk products -- Guidance on sampling
ISO 14892:2002 - Dried skimmed milk -- Determination of vitamin D content using highperformance liquid chromatography
ISO 8851-3:2004 - Butter -- Determination of moisture, non-fat solids and fat contents (Routine
methods) -- Part 3: Calculation of fat content
ISO 15174:2012 - Milk and milk products -- Microbial coagulants -- Determination of total milkclotting activity
ISO 15163:2012 - Milk and milk products -- Calf rennet and adult bovine rennet -- Determination
by chromatography of chymosin and bovine pepsin contents
ISO 5738:2004 - Milk and milk products -- Determination of copper content -- Photometric method
(Reference method)
ISO 3727-2:2001 - Butter -- Determination of moisture, non-fat solids and fat contents -- Part 2:
Determination of non-fat solids content (Reference method)
ISO 6091:2010 - Dried milk -- Determination of titratable acidity (Reference method)
ISO 12779:2011 - Lactose -- Determination of water content -- Karl Fischer method

ISO 12081:2010 - Milk -- Determination of calcium content -- Titrimetric method
ISO 14891:2002 - Milk and milk products -- Determination of nitrogen content -- Routine method
using combustion according to the Dumas principle
ISO 5546:2010 - Caseins and caseinates -- Determination of pH (Reference method)
ISO 6732:2010 - Milk and milk products -- Determination of iron content -- Spectrometric method
(Reference method)
ISO 6730:2005 - Milk -- Enumeration of colony-forming units of psychrotrophic microorganisms -Colony-count technique at 6,5 degrees C
ISO 8870:2006 - Milk and milk-based products -- Detection of thermonuclease produced by
coagulase-positive staphylococci
ISO 17792:2006 - Milk, milk products and mesophilic starter cultures -- Enumeration of citratefermenting lactic acid bacteria -- Colony-count technique at 25 degrees C
ISO 26462:2010 - Milk -- Determination of lactose content -- Enzymatic method using difference
in pH
ISO 14377:2002 - Canned evaporated milk -- Determination of tin content -- Method using
graphite furnace atomic absorption spectrometry
ISO 1735:2004 - Cheese and processed cheese products -- Determination of fat content -Gravimetric method (Reference method)
ISO 2962:2010 - Cheese and processed cheese products -- Determination of total phosphorus
content -- Molecular absorption spectrometric method
ISO 11815:2007 - Milk -- Determination of total milk-clotting activity of bovine rennets
ISO 20128:2006 - Milk products -- Enumeration of presumptive Lactobacillus acidophilus on a
selective medium -- Colony-count technique at 37 degrees C
ISO 8851-1:2004 - Butter -- Determination of moisture, non-fat solids and fat contents (Routine
methods) -- Part 1: Determination of moisture content
ISO 5537:2004 - Dried milk -- Determination of moisture content (Reference method)
ISO 8968-3:2004 - Milk -- Determination of nitrogen content -- Part 3: Block-digestion method
(Semi-micro rapid routine method)
ISO 3727-1:2001 - Butter -- Determination of moisture, non-fat solids and fat contents -- Part 1:
Determination of moisture content (Reference method)
ISO 1211:2010 - Milk -- Determination of fat content -- Gravimetric method (Reference method)

ISO 5765-2:2002 - Dried milk, dried ice-mixes and processed cheese -- Determination of lactose
content -- Part 2: Enzymatic method utilizing the galactose moiety of the lactose
ISO 8851-2:2004 - Butter -- Determination of moisture, non-fat solids and fat contents (Routine
methods) -- Part 2: Determination of non-fat solids content
ISO 5538:2004 - Milk and milk products -- Sampling -- Inspection by attributes
ISO 3728:2004 - Ice-cream and milk ice -- Determination of total solids content (Reference
method)
ISO 1738:2004 - Butter -- Determination of salt content
ISO 3433:2008 - Cheese -- Determination of fat content -- Van Gulik method
ISO 15648:2004 - Butter -- Determination of salt content -- Potentiometric method
ISO 5544:2008 - Caseins -- Determination of " fixed ash " (Reference method)
ISO 6611:2004 - Milk and milk products -- Enumeration of colony-forming units of yeasts and/or
moulds -- Colony-count technique at 25 degrees C
ISO 8070:2007 - Milk and milk products -- Determination of calcium, sodium, potassium and
magnesium contents -- Atomic absorption spectrometric method
ISO 5536:2009 - Milk fat products -- Determination of water content -- Karl Fischer method
ISO 11285:2004 - Milk -- Determination of lactulose content -- Enzymatic method
ISO 8553:2004 - Milk -- Enumeration of microorganisms -- Plate-loop technique at 30 degrees C
ISO 11814:2002 - Dried milk -- Assessment of heat treatment intensity -- Method using highperformance liquid chromatography
ISO 5534:2004 - Cheese and processed cheese -- Determination of the total solids content
(Reference method)
ISO 18329:2004 - Milk and milk products -- Determination of furosine content -- Ion-pair reversephase high-performance liquid chromatography method
ISO/TS 26844:2006 - Milk and milk products -- Determination of antimicrobial residues -- Tube
diffusion test
ISO 8552:2004 - Milk -- Estimation of psychrotrophic microorganisms -- Colony-count technique
at 21 degrees C (Rapid method)
ISO/TS 17193:2011 - Milk -- Determination of the lactoperoxidase activity -- Photometric method
(Reference method)

ISO/TS 15495:2010 - Milk, milk products and infant formulae -- Guidelines for the quantitative
determination of melamine and cyanuric acid by LC-MS/MS
ISO 13559:2002 - Butter, fermented milks and fresh cheese -- Enumeration of contaminating
microorganisms -- Colony-count technique at 30 degrees C
ISO 23058:2006 - Milk and milk products -- Ovine and caprine rennets -- Determination of total
milk-clotting activity
ISO 1442:1997 - Meat and meat products -- Determination of moisture content (Reference
method)
ISO/TR 12591:2013 - White tea -- Definition
ISO 21527-1:2008 - Microbiology of food and animal feeding stuffs -- Horizontal method for the
enumeration of yeasts and moulds -- Part 1: Colony count technique in products with water
activity greater than 0,95
ISO 21527-2:2008 - Microbiology of food and animal feeding stuffs -- Horizontal method for the
enumeration of yeasts and moulds -- Part 2: Colony count technique in products with water
activity less than or equal to 0,95
ISO 6887-6:2013 - Microbiology of food and animal feed -- Preparation of test samples, initial
suspension and decimal dilutions for microbiological examination -- Part 6: Specific rules for the
preparation of samples taken at the primary production stage
ISO 18593:2018 - Microbiology of the food chain -- Horizontal methods for surface sampling
ISO/TS 22117:2010 - Microbiology of food and animal feeding stuffs -- Specific requirements and
guidance for proficiency testing by interlaboratory comparison
ISO 13307:2013 - Microbiology of food and animal feed -- Primary production stage -- Sampling
techniques
ISO/TC 35 - Paints and varnishes
ISO 4625-1:2004 - Binders for paints and varnishes -- Determination of softening point -- Part 1:
Ring-and-ball method
ISO 276:2002 - Binders for paints and varnishes -- Linseed stand oil -- Requirements and
methods of test
ISO 11127-1:2011 - Preparation of steel substrates before application of paints and related
products -- Test methods for non-metallic blast-cleaning abrasives -- Part 1: Sampling
ISO 11127-2:2011 - Preparation of steel substrates before application of paints and related
products -- Test methods for non-metallic blast-cleaning abrasives -- Part 2: Determination of
particle size distribution

ISO 11127-5:2011 - Preparation of steel substrates before application of paints and related
products -- Test methods for non-metallic blast-cleaning abrasives -- Part 5: Determination of
moisture
ISO 11127-3:2011 - Preparation of steel substrates before application of paints and related
products -- Test methods for non-metallic blast-cleaning abrasives -- Part 3: Determination of
apparent density
ISO 11127-4:2011 - Preparation of steel substrates before application of paints and related
products -- Test methods for non-metallic blast-cleaning abrasives -- Part 4: Assessment of
hardness by a glass slide test
ISO 28199-3:2009 - Paints and varnishes -- Evaluation of properties of coating systems related to
the application process -- Part 3: Visual assessment of sagging, formation of bubbles, pinholing
and hiding power
ISO/TS 19392-3:2018 - Paints and varnishes -- Coating systems for wind-turbine rotor blades -Part 3: Determination and evaluation of resistance to rain erosion using water jet
ISO 20266:2018 - Paints and varnishes -- Determination of image clarity (degree of sharpness of
reflected or transmitted image)
ISO/TS 19392-2:2018 - Paints and varnishes -- Coating systems for wind-turbine rotor blades -Part 2: Determination and evaluation of resistance to rain erosion using rotating arm
ISO 28199-2:2009 - Paints and varnishes -- Evaluation of properties of coating systems related to
the application process -- Part 2: Colour stability, process hiding power, re-dissolving, overspray
absorption, wetting, surface texture and mottling
ISO 28199-1:2009 - Paints and varnishes -- Evaluation of properties of coating systems related to
the application process -- Part 1: Relevant vocabulary and preparation of test panels
ISO 13076:2012 - Paints and varnishes -- Lighting and procedure for visual assessments of
coatings
ISO 16474-3:2013 - Paints and varnishes -- Methods of exposure to laboratory light sources -Part 3: Fluorescent UV lamps
ISO 2812-3:2012 - Paints and varnishes -- Determination of resistance to liquids -- Part 3: Method
using an absorbent medium
ISO 1524:2013 - Paints, varnishes and printing inks -- Determination of fineness of grind
ISO 15184:2012 - Paints and varnishes -- Determination of film hardness by pencil test
ISO/TS 19392-1:2018 - Paints and varnishes -- Coating systems for wind-turbine rotor blades -Part 1: Minimum requirements and weathering
ISO 20566:2013 - Paints and varnishes -- Determination of the scratch resistance of a coating
system using a laboratory-scale car-wash

ISO 2409:2013 - Paints and varnishes -- Cross-cut test
ISO 2810:2004 - Paints and varnishes -- Natural weathering of coatings -- Exposure and
assessment
ISO/TC 36 – Cinematography
ISO 8567:2002 - Cinematography -- Maximum permissible area for subtitle on 35 mm and 16 mm
motion-picture release prints - Position and dimensions
ISO/TC 37 - Language and terminology
ISO 22274:2013 - Systems to manage terminology, knowledge and content -- Concept-related
aspects for developing and internationalizing classification systems
ISO/TC 38 - Textiles
ISO 1833-26:2013 - Textiles -- Quantitative chemical analysis -- Part 26: Mixtures of melamine
and cotton or aramide fibres (method using hot formic acid)
ISO 1833-22:2013 - Textiles -- Quantitative chemical analysis -- Part 22: Mixtures of viscose or
certain types of cupro or modal or lyocell and flax fibres (method using formic acid and zinc
chloride)
ISO 6940:2004 - Textile fabrics -- Burning behaviour -- Determination of ease of ignition of
vertically oriented specimens
ISO 15831:2004 - Clothing -- Physiological effects -- Measurement of thermal insulation by
means of a thermal manikin
ISO 10047:1993 - Textiles -- Determination of surface burning time of fabrics
ISO 5089:1977 - Textiles -- Preparation of laboratory test samples and test specimens for
chemical testing
ISO 105-E02:2013 - Textiles -- Tests for colour fastness -- Part E02: Colour fastness to sea water
ISO 105-E01:2013 - Textiles -- Tests for colour fastness -- Part E01: Colour fastness to water
ISO 105-E04:2013 - Textiles -- Tests for colour fastness -- Part E04: Colour fastness to
perspiration
ISO 105-A03:1993 - Textiles -- Tests for colour fastness -- Part A03: Grey scale for assessing
staining
ISO 7771:1985 - Textiles -- Determination of dimensional changes of fabrics induced by coldwater immersion
ISO 6330:2012 - Textiles -- Domestic washing and drying procedures for textile testing

ISO 2947:1973 - Textiles -- Integrated conversion table for replacing traditional yarn numbers by
rounded values in the Tex System
ISO 8159:1987 - Textiles -- Morphology of fibres and yarns -- Vocabulary
ISO 1130:1975 - Textile fibres -- Some methods of sampling for testing
ISO 1139:1973 - Textiles -- Designation of yarns
ISO/TC 39 - Machine tools
ISO 14955-2:2018 - Machine tools -- Environmental evaluation of machine tools -- Part 2:
Methods for measuring energy supplied to machine tools and machine tool components
ISO 5169:1977 - Machine tools -- Presentation of lubrication instructions
ISO 5170:1977 - Machine tools -- Lubrication systems
ISO 28881:2013 - Machine tools -- Safety -- Electro-discharge machines
ISO/TR 230-11:2018 - Test code for machine tools -- Part 11: Measuring instruments suitable for
machine tool geometry tests
ISO 13041-7:2004 - Test conditions for numerically controlled turning machines and turning
centres -- Part 7: Evaluation of contouring performance in the coordinate planes
ISO 19085-3:2017 - Woodworking machines -- Safety requirements -- Part 3: Numerically
controlled (NC) boring and routing machines
ISO 18217:2015 - Safety of woodworking machines -- Edge-banding machines fed by chain(s)
ISO 3442-2:2005 - Machine tools -- Dimensions and geometric tests for self-centring chucks with
two-piece jaws -- Part 2: Power-operated chucks with tongue and groove type jaws
ISO/TC 41 - Pulleys and belts (including veebelts)
ISO 5290:2001 - Belt drives -- Grooved pulleys for joined narrow V-belts -- Groove sections 9N/J,
15N/J and 25N/J (effective system)
ISO 9980:2012 - Belt drives -- Grooved pulleys for V-belts (system based on effective width) -Geometrical inspection of grooves
ISO 7590:2018 - Steel cord conveyor belts -- Methods for the determination of total thickness and
cover thickness
ISO 340:2013 - Conveyor belts -- Laboratory scale flammability characteristics -- Requirements
and test method

ISO 16851:2012 - Textile conveyor belts -- Determination of the net length of an endless (spliced)
conveyor belt
ISO 15147:2012 - Light conveyor belts -- Tolerances on widths and lengths of cut light conveyor
belts
ISO 14890:2013 - Conveyor belts -- Specification for rubber- or plastics-covered conveyor belts of
textile construction for general use
ISO 284:2012 - Conveyor belts -- Electrical conductivity -- Specification and test method
ISO 4195:2012 - Conveyor belts with heat-resistant rubber covers -- Heat resistance of covers -Requirements and test methods
ISO 21182:2013 - Light conveyor belts -- Determination of the coefficient of friction
ISO 18573:2012 - Conveyor belts -- Test atmospheres and conditioning periods
ISO 21181:2013 - Light conveyor belts -- Determination of the relaxed elastic modulus
ISO 5285:2012 - Conveyor belts -- Guidelines for storage and handling
ISO 21180:2013 - Light conveyor belts -- Determination of the maximum tensile strength
ISO 21179:2013 - Light conveyor belts -- Determination of the electrostatic field generated by a
running light conveyor belt
ISO 251:2012 - Conveyor belts with textile carcass -- Widths and lengths
ISO 21178:2013 - Light conveyor belts -- Determination of electrical resistances
ISO 5294:2012 - Synchronous belt drives – Pulleys
ISO/TC 42 - Photography
ISO 14808:1997 - Photography -- Composition of 135-size film canisters
ISO 10349-12:1992 - Photography -- Photographic-grade chemicals -- Test methods -- Part 12:
Determination of density
ISO 10349-2:1992 - Photography -- Photographic-grade chemicals -- Test methods -- Part 2:
Determination of matter insoluble in water
ISO 10349-11:1992 - Photography -- Photographic-grade chemicals -- Test methods -- Part 11:
Determination of specific gravity
ISO 15781:2015 - Photography -- Digital still cameras -- Measuring shooting time lag, shutter
release time lag, shooting rate, and start-up time

ISO 10349-10:1992 - Photography -- Photographic-grade chemicals -- Test methods -- Part 10:
Determination of sulfide content
ISO 10349-9:1992 - Photography -- Photographic-grade chemicals -- Test methods -- Part 9:
Reaction to ammoniacal silver nitrate
ISO 1948:1987 - Photography -- Front lens barrels up to 127 mm -- Dimensions important to the
connection of auxiliaries
ISO 10349-7:1992 - Photography -- Photographic-grade chemicals -- Test methods -- Part 7:
Determination of alkalinity or acidity
ISO 10349-6:1992 - Photography -- Photographic-grade chemicals -- Test methods -- Part 6:
Determination of halide content
ISO 1203:1998 - Photography -- Roll film cameras -- Back window location
ISO 18924:2013 - Imaging materials -- Test method for Arrhenius-type predictions
ISO 22028-2:2013 - Photography and graphic technology -- Extended colour encodings for digital
image storage, manipulation and interchange -- Part 2: Reference output medium metric RGB
colour image encoding (ROMM RGB)
ISO 18925:2013 - Imaging materials -- Optical disc media -- Storage practices
ISO 15740:2013 - Photography -- Electronic still picture imaging -- Picture transfer protocol (PTP)
for digital still photography devices
ISO 18914:2013 - Imaging materials -- Photographic film and papers -- Method for determining
the resistance of photographic emulsions to wet abrasion
ISO 18927:2013 - Imaging materials -- Recordable compact disc systems -- Method for
estimating the life expectancy based on the effects of temperature and relative humidity
ISO 6:1993 - Photography -- Black-and-white pictorial still camera negative film/process systems
-- Determination of ISO speed
ISO 18928:2013 - Imaging materials -- Unprocessed photographic films and papers -- Storage
practices
ISO 18907:2013 - Imaging materials -- Photographic films and papers -- Wedge test for
brittleness
ISO 18944:2018 - Imaging materials -- Reflection colour photographic prints -- Test print
construction and measurement
ISO 18902:2013 - Imaging materials -- Processed imaging materials -- Albums, framing and
storage materials

ISO 11315-2:1997 - Photography -- Projection in indoor rooms -- Part 2: Screen luminance test
for still and video projection
ISO 10349-5:1992 - Photography -- Photographic-grade chemicals -- Test methods -- Part 5:
Determination of heavy metals and iron content
ISO 10349-4:1992 - Photography -- Photographic-grade chemicals -- Test methods -- Part 4:
Determination of residue after ignition
ISO 10349-3:1992 - Photography -- Photographic-grade chemicals -- Test methods -- Part 3:
Determination of matter insoluble in ammonium hydroxide solution
ISO 7766:2003 - Processing photographic wastes -- Analysis of cyanides -- Determination of
hexacyanoferrate (II) and hexacyanoferrate (III) by spectrometry
ISO 14548:1998 - Photography -- Dimensions of glass plates
ISO 1755:1987 - Photography -- Projector slides -- Dimensions
ISO 519:1992 - Photography -- Hand-held cameras -- Flash-connector dimensions
ISO 1008:1992 - Photography -- Paper dimensions -- Pictorial sheets
ISO 11106-1:1997 - Photography -- Slide trays for projectors -- Part 1: Straight slide tray, open
type (European design)
ISO 2721:2013 - Photography -- Film-based cameras -- Automatic controls of exposure
ISO 18939:2013 - Imaging materials -- Digital hard copy for medical imaging -- Methods of
measuring permanence
ISO 9378:1993 - Photography -- Vesicular microfilm -- Determination of ISO speed and ISO
range
ISO 11315-1:1997 - Photography -- Projection in indoor rooms -- Part 1: Screen illumination test
for still projectors
ISO/TS 22028-3:2012 - Photography and graphic technology -- Extended colour encodings for
digital image storage, manipulation and interchange -- Part 3: Reference input medium metric
RGB colour image encoding (RIMM RGB)
ISO/TS 22028-4:2012 - Photography and graphic technology -- Extended colour encodings for
digital image storage, manipulation and interchange -- Part 4: European Colour Initiative RGB
colour image encoding [eciRGB (2008)]
ISO 18922:2003 - Imaging materials -- Processed photographic films -- Methods for determining
scratch resistance
ISO 10348:1993 - Photography -- Processing wastes -- Determination of silver content

ISO/TC 43 – Acoustics
ISO 1999:2013 - Acoustics -- Estimation of noise-induced hearing loss
ISO 389-7:2005 - Acoustics -- Reference zero for the calibration of audiometric equipment -- Part
7: Reference threshold of hearing under free-field and diffuse-field listening conditions
ISO 11904-1:2002 - Acoustics -- Determination of sound immission from sound sources placed
close to the ear -- Part 1: Technique using a microphone in a real ear (MIRE technique)
ISO 13473-2:2002 - Characterization of pavement texture by use of surface profiles -- Part 2:
Terminology and basic requirements related to pavement texture profile analysis
ISO 9614-2:1996 - Acoustics -- Determination of sound power levels of noise sources using
sound intensity -- Part 2: Measurement by scanning
ISO 9645:1990 - Acoustics -- Measurement of noise emitted by two-wheeled mopeds in motion -Engineering method
ISO 11819-1:1997 - Acoustics -- Measurement of the influence of road surfaces on traffic noise -Part 1: Statistical Pass-By method
ISO 11821:1997 - Acoustics -- Measurement of the in situ sound attenuation of a removable
screen
ISO 3381:2005 - Railway applications -- Acoustics -- Measurement of noise inside railbound
vehicles
ISO 13473-3:2002 - Characterization of pavement texture by use of surface profiles -- Part 3:
Specification and classification of profilometers
ISO 15665:2003 - Acoustics -- Acoustic insulation for pipes, valves and flanges
ISO 4871:1996 - Acoustics -- Declaration and verification of noise emission values of machinery
and equipment
ISO 10847:1997 - Acoustics -- In-situ determination of insertion loss of outdoor noise barriers of
all types
ISO 10843:1997 - Acoustics -- Methods for the description and physical measurement of single
impulses or series of impulses
ISO 7235:2003 - Acoustics -- Laboratory measurement procedures for ducted silencers and airterminal units -- Insertion loss, flow noise and total pressure loss
ISO 9614-3:2002 - Acoustics -- Determination of sound power levels of noise sources using
sound intensity -- Part 3: Precision method for measurement by scanning
ISO 3095:2013 - Acoustics -- Railway applications -- Measurement of noise emitted by railbound
vehicles

ISO 13472-2:2010 - Acoustics -- Measurement of sound absorption properties of road surfaces in
situ -- Part 2: Spot method for reflective surfaces
ISO 9614-1:1993 - Acoustics -- Determination of sound power levels of noise sources using
sound intensity -- Part 1: Measurement at discrete points
ISO 5128:1980 - Acoustics -- Measurement of noise inside motor vehicles
ISO 17497-1:2004 - Acoustics -- Sound-scattering properties of surfaces -- Part 1: Measurement
of the random-incidence scattering coefficient in a reverberation room
ISO 16283-2:2018 - Acoustics -- Field measurement of sound insulation in buildings and of
building elements -- Part 2: Impact sound insulation
ISO/TC 44 - Welding and allied processes
ISO 10042:2018 - Welding -- Arc-welded joints in aluminium and its alloys -- Quality levels for
imperfections
ISO 15612:2018 - Specification and qualification of welding procedures for metallic materials -Qualification by adoption of a standard welding procedure specification
ISO 15609-6:2013 - Specification and qualification of welding procedures for metallic materials -Welding procedure specification -- Part 6: Laser-arc hybrid welding
ISO 17636-1:2013 - Non-destructive testing of welds -- Radiographic testing -- Part 1: X- and
gamma-ray techniques with film
ISO 17636-2:2013 - Non-destructive testing of welds -- Radiographic testing -- Part 2: X- and
gamma-ray techniques with digital detectors
ISO 17658:2002 - Welding -- Imperfections in oxyfuel flame cuts, laser beam cuts and plasma
cuts -- Terminology
ISO 9692-1:2013 - Welding and allied processes -- Types of joint preparation -- Part 1: Manual
metal arc welding, gas-shielded metal arc welding, gas welding, TIG welding and beam welding
of steels
ISO 6520-2:2013 - Welding and allied processes -- Classification of geometric imperfections in
metallic materials -- Part 2: Welding with pressure
ISO 17659:2002 - Welding -- Multilingual terms for welded joints with illustrations
ISO 9692-4:2003 - Welding and allied processes -- Recommendations for joint preparation -- Part
4: Clad steels
ISO 15615:2013 - Gas welding equipment -- Acetylene manifold systems for welding, cutting and
allied processes -- Safety requirements in high-pressure devices

ISO 9012:2008 - Gas welding equipment -- Air-aspirated hand blowpipes -- Specifications and
tests
ISO 10225:2013 - Gas welding equipment -- Marking for equipment used for gas welding, cutting
and allied processes
ISO 14113:2013 - Gas welding equipment -- Rubber and plastics hose and hose assemblies for
use with industrial gases up to 450 bar (45 MPa)
ISO 17846:2004 - Welding and allied processes -- Health and safety -- Wordless precautionary
labels for equipment and consumables used in arc welding and cutting
ISO 15012-1:2013 - Health and safety in welding and allied processes -- Equipment for capture
and separation of welding fume -- Part 1: Requirements for testing and marking of separation
efficiency
ISO/TC 45 - Rubber and rubber products
ISO 1629:2013 - Rubber and latices -- Nomenclature
ISO 8032:1997 - Rubber and plastics hose assemblies -- Flexing combined with hydraulic
impulse test (half-omega test)
ISO 19385:2017 - Rubber and plastics hoses and hose assemblies, wire- or textile-reinforced, for
water jetting or water blasting applications -- Specification
ISO 14557:2002 - Fire-fighting hoses -- Rubber and plastics suction hoses and hose assemblies
ISO 2928:2003 - Rubber hoses and hose assemblies for liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) in the
liquid or gaseous phase and natural gas up to 25 bar (2,5 MPa) -- Specification
ISO 19013-1:2005 - Rubber hoses and tubing for fuel circuits for internal combustion engines -Specification -- Part 1: Diesel fuels
ISO 3861:2005 - Rubber hoses for sand and grit blasting -- Specification
ISO 3949:2018 - Plastics hoses and hose assemblies -- Textile-reinforced types for hydraulic
applications -- Specification
ISO 1403:2005 - Rubber hoses, textile-reinforced, for general-purpose water applications -Specification
ISO 6807:2003 - Rubber hoses and hose assemblies for rotary drilling and vibration applications - Specification
ISO 13774:1998 - Rubber and plastics hoses for fuels for internal-combustion engines -- Method
of test for flammability
ISO 6502:2016 - Rubber -- Guide to the use of curemeters

ISO 2781:2018 - Rubber, vulcanized or thermoplastic -- Determination of density
ISO 19004:2004 - Rubber and rubber products -- Determination of the sensitivity of test methods
ISO 3865:2005 - Rubber, vulcanized or thermoplastic -- Methods of test for staining in contact
with organic material
ISO 6914:2013 - Rubber, vulcanized or thermoplastic -- Determination of ageing characteristics
by measurement of stress relaxation in tension
ISO 6101-2:1997 - Rubber -- Determination of metal content by atomic absorption spectrometry -Part 2: Determination of lead content
ISO 15113:2005 - Rubber -- Determination of frictional properties
ISO 13226:2018 - Rubber -- Standard reference elastomers (SREs) for characterizing the effect
of liquids on vulcanized rubbers
ISO 18899:2013 - Rubber -- Guide to the calibration of test equipment
ISO 3417:2008 - Rubber -- Measurement of vulcanization characteristics with the oscillating disc
curemeter
ISO 17257:2013 - Rubber -- Identification of polymers -- Pyrolytic gas-chromatographic method
using mass-spectrometric detection
ISO 7270-1:2003 - Rubber -- Analysis by pyrolytic gas-chromatographic methods -- Part 1:
Identification of polymers (single polymers and polymer blends)
ISO 4650:2012 - Rubber -- Identification -- Infrared spectrometric methods
ISO 8013:2012 - Rubber, vulcanized -- Determination of creep in compression or shear
ISO 7270-2:2012 - Rubber -- Analysis by pyrolytic gas-chromatographic methods -- Part 2:
Determination of styrene/butadiene/isoprene ratio
ISO 5893:2002 - Rubber and plastics test equipment -- Tensile, flexural and compression types
(constant rate of traverse) -- Specification
ISO 1432:2013 - Rubber, vulcanized or thermoplastic -- Determination of low-temperature
stiffening (Gehman test)
ISO 4666-1:2010 - Rubber, vulcanized -- Determination of temperature rise and resistance to
fatigue in flexometer testing -- Part 1: Basic principles
ISO 2285:2013 - Rubber, vulcanized or thermoplastic -- Determination of tension set under
constant elongation, and of tension set, elongation and creep under constant tensile load
ISO 4658:1999 - Acrylonitrile-butadiene rubber (NBR) -- Evaluation procedure

ISO 498:1992 - Natural rubber latex concentrate -- Preparation of dry films
ISO 506:1992 - Rubber latex, natural, concentrate -- Determination of volatile fatty acid number
ISO 3858:2018 - Rubber compounding ingredients -- Carbon black -- Determination of light
transmittance of toluene extract
ISO 1124:1988 - Rubber compounding ingredients -- Carbon black shipment sampling
procedures
ISO 3899:2005 - Rubber -- Nitrile latex -- Determination of residual acrylonitrile content
ISO 126:2005 - Natural rubber latex concentrate -- Determination of dry rubber content
ISO 706:2004 - Rubber latex -- Determination of coagulum content (sieve residue)
ISO 13773:1997 - Rubber -- Polychloroprene latex -- Determination of alkalinity
ISO 1435:1996 - Rubber compounding ingredients -- Carbon black (pelletized) -- Determination of
fines content
ISO 976:2013 - Rubber and plastics -- Polymer dispersions and rubber latices -- Determination of
pH
ISO 16565:2013 - Rubber -- Determination of 5-ethylidenenorbornene (ENB) or
dicyclopentadiene (DCPD) in ethylene-propylene-diene (EPDM) terpolymers
ISO 12492:2012 - Rubber, raw -- Determination of water content by Karl Fischer method
ISO 12243:2003 - Medical gloves made from natural rubber latex -- Determination of waterextractable protein using the modified Lowry method
ISO 1409:2006 - Plastics/rubber -- Polymer dispersions and rubber latices (natural and synthetic)
-- Determination of surface tension by the ring method
ISO 17278:2013 - Rubber, raw natural -- Determination of the gel content of technically specified
rubber (TSR)
ISO 28641:2018 - Rubber compounding ingredients -- Organic chemicals -- General test methods
ISO 21870:2005 - Rubber compounding ingredients -- Carbon black -- Determination of hightemperature loss on heating by thermogravimetry
ISO 3386-1:1986 - Polymeric materials, cellular flexible -- Determination of stress-strain
characteristics in compression -- Part 1: Low-density materials
ISO 7617-2:2003 - Plastics-coated fabrics for upholstery -- Part 2: Specification for PVC-coated
woven fabrics
ISO 1856:2018 - Flexible cellular polymeric materials -- Determination of compression set

ISO 16010:2005 - Elastomeric seals -- Material requirements for seals used in pipes and fittings
carrying gaseous fuels and hydrocarbon fluids
ISO 10066:1991 - Flexible cellular polymeric materials -- Determination of creep in compression
ISO 2440:1997 - Flexible and rigid cellular polymeric materials -- Accelerated ageing tests
ISO 4674-2:1998 - Rubber- or plastics-coated fabrics -- Determination of tear resistance -- Part 2:
Ballistic pendulum method
ISO 5999:2013 - Flexible cellular polymeric materials -- Polyurethane foam for load-bearing
applications excluding carpet underlay -- Specification
ISO 6453:1985 - Polymeric materials, cellular flexible -- Polyvinylchloride foam sheeting -Specification
ISO 5473:1997 - Rubber- or plastics-coated fabrics -- Determination of crush resistance
ISO 8096:2005 - Rubber- or plastics-coated fabrics for water-resistant clothing -- Specification
ISO 3934:2002 - Rubber, vulcanized and thermoplastic -- Preformed gaskets used in buildings -Classification, specifications and test methods
ISO 6450:2005 - Rubber- or plastics-coated fabrics -- Determination of resistance to liquids
ISO 7617-3:1988 - Plastics-coated fabrics for upholstery -- Part 3: Specification for polyurethanecoated woven fabrics
ISO 3386-2:1997 - Flexible cellular polymeric materials -- Determination of stress-strain
characteristics in compression -- Part 2: High-density materials
ISO 5892:2013 - Rubber building gaskets -- Materials for preformed solid vulcanized structural
gaskets -- Specification
ISO 6915:1991 - Flexible cellular polymeric materials -- Polyurethane foam for laminate use -Specification
ISO 3011:1997 - Rubber- or plastics-coated fabrics -- Determination of resistance to ozone
cracking under static conditions
ISO 23711:2003 - Elastomeric seals -- Requirements for materials for pipe joint seals used in
water and drainage applications -- Thermoplastic elastomers
ISO 9691:1992 - Rubber -- Recommendations for the workmanship of pipe joint rings -Description and classification of imperfections
ISO 5470-2:2003 - Rubber- or plastics-coated fabrics -- Determination of abrasion resistance -Part 2: Martindale abrader

ISO 6123-3:1985 - Rubber- or plastics-covered rollers -- Specifications -- Part 3: Dimensional
tolerances
ISO/TC 46 - Information and documentation
ISO 3602:1989 - Documentation -- Romanization of Japanese (kana script)
ISO 1086:1991 - Information and documentation -- Title leaves of books
ISO 15924:2004 - Information and documentation -- Codes for the representation of names of
scripts
ISO 5123:1984 - Documentation -- Headers for microfiche of monographs and serials
ISO 6357:1985 - Documentation -- Spine titles on books and other publications
ISO 25964-2:2013 - Information and documentation -- Thesauri and interoperability with other
vocabularies -- Part 2: Interoperability with other vocabularies
ISO 7220:1996 - Information and documentation -- Presentation of catalogues of standards
ISO/TC 48 - Laboratory equipment
ISO 4798:1997 - Laboratory glassware -- Filter funnels
ISO 12771:1997 - Plastics laboratory ware -- Disposable serological pipettes
ISO 12775:1997 - Guidelines on types of glass of normal bulk-production composition and their
test methods
ISO 1776:1985 - Glass -- Resistance to attack by hydrochloric acid at 100 degrees C -- Flame
emission or flame atomic absorption spectrometric method
ISO 12772:1997 - Laboratory glassware -- Disposable microhaematocrit capillary tubes
ISO 4785:1997 - Laboratory glassware -- Straight-bore glass stopcocks for general purposes
ISO 718:1990 - Laboratory glassware -- Thermal shock and thermal shock endurance -- Test
methods
ISO 15212-2:2002 - Oscillation-type density meters -- Part 2: Process instruments for
homogeneous liquids
ISO/TC 51 - Pallets for unit load method of materials handling
ISO 445:2013 - Pallets for materials handling – Vocabulary
ISO/TC 54 - Essential oils
ISO 10115:2013 - Essential oil of tarragon (Artemisia dracunculus L.)

ISO 17412:2007 - Oil of bitter fennel (Foeniculum vulgare Mill. ssp. vulgare var. vulgare)
ISO/TC 58 - Gas cylinders
ISO 11114-2:2013 - Gas cylinders -- Compatibility of cylinder and valve materials with gas
contents -- Part 2: Non-metallic materials
ISO 18119:2018 - Gas cylinders -- Seamless steel and seamless aluminium-alloy gas cylinders
and tubes -- Periodic inspection and testing
ISO/TC 59 - Buildings and civil engineering works
ISO 3443-3:1987 - Tolerances for building -- Part 3: Procedures for selecting target size and
predicting fit
ISO 3443-5:1982 - Building construction -- Tolerances for building -- Part 5: Series of values to be
used for specification of tolerances
ISO 16354:2013
Guidelines for knowledge libraries and object libraries
ISO 15928-5:2013 - Houses -- Description of performance -- Part 5: Operating energy
ISO/TR 21932:2013 - Sustainability in buildings and civil engineering works -- A review of
terminology
ISO 13638:1996 - Building construction -- Sealants -- Determination of resistance to prolonged
exposure to water
ISO 9046:2002 - Building construction -- Jointing products -- Determination of adhesion/cohesion
properties of sealants at constant temperature
ISO/TC 61 - Plastics
ISO 8604:1988 - Plastics -- Prepregs -- Definitions of terms and symbols for designations
ISO 472:2013 - Plastics -- Vocabulary
ISO 29864:2018 - Self adhesive tapes -- Measurement of breaking strength and elongation at
break
ISO 29863:2018 - Self adhesive tapes -- Measurement of static shear adhesion
ISO 29862:2018 - Self adhesive tapes -- Determination of peel adhesion properties
ISO 4597-1:2005 - Plastics -- Hardeners and accelerators for epoxy resins -- Part 1: Designation
ISO 7808:1992 - Plastics -- Thermosetting moulding materials -- Determination of transfer flow

ISO 10724-1:1998 - Plastics -- Injection moulding of test specimens of thermosetting powder
moulding compounds (PMCs) -- Part 1: General principles and moulding of multipurpose test
specimens
ISO 11401:1993 - Plastics -- Phenolic resins -- Separation by liquid chromatography
ISO 14848:1998 - Plastics -- Unsaturated-polyester resins -- Determination of reactivity at 130
degrees C
ISO 11409:1993 - Plastics -- Phenolic resins -- Determination of heats and temperatures of
reaction by differential scanning calorimetry
ISO 8987:2005 - Plastics -- Phenolic resins -- Determination of reactivity on a B-transformation
test plate
ISO 11248:1993 - Plastics -- Thermosetting moulding materials -- Evaluation of short-term
performance at elevated temperatures
ISO 8619:2003 - Plastics -- Phenolic resin powder -- Determination of flow distance on a heated
glass plate
ISO 10724-2:1998 - Plastics -- Injection moulding of test specimens of thermosetting powder
moulding compounds (PMCs) -- Part 2: Small plates
ISO 12815:2013 - Fibre-reinforced plastic composites -- Determination of plain-pin bearing
strength
ISO 12817:2013 - Fibre-reinforced plastic composites -- Determination of open-hole compression
strength
ISO 15270:2008 - Plastics -- Guidelines for the recovery and recycling of plastics waste
ISO 527-1:2012 - Plastics -- Determination of tensile properties -- Part 1: General principles
ISO 11403-2:2012 - Plastics -- Acquisition and presentation of comparable multipoint data -- Part
2: Thermal and processing properties
ISO 179-2:1997 - Plastics -- Determination of Charpy impact properties -- Part 2: Instrumented
impact test
ISO 3451-3:1984 - Plastics -- Determination of ash -- Part 3: Unplasticized cellulose acetate
ISO 2555:2018 - Plastics -- Resins in the liquid state or as emulsions or dispersions -Determination of apparent viscosity using a single cylinder type rotational viscometer method
ISO 15033:2018 - Plastics -- Determination of caprolactam and its cyclic and linear oligomers by
HPLC
ISO 13468-1:1996 - Plastics -- Determination of the total luminous transmittance of transparent
materials -- Part 1: Single-beam instrument

ISO 10927:2018 - Plastics -- Determination of the molecular mass and molecular mass
distribution of polymer species by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass
spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS)
ISO 11357-5:2013 - Plastics -- Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) -- Part 5: Determination of
characteristic reaction-curve temperatures and times, enthalpy of reaction and degree of
conversion
ISO 6427:2013 - Plastics -- Determination of matter extractable by organic solvents (conventional
methods)
ISO 4892-2:2013 - Plastics -- Methods of exposure to laboratory light sources -- Part 2: Xenonarc lamps
ISO 20558-2:2018 - Plastics -- Poly(phenylene sulfide) (PPS) moulding and extrusion materials -Part 2: Preparation of test specimen and determination of properties
ISO 20558-1:2018 - Plastics -- Poly(phenylene sulfide) (PPS) moulding and extrusion materials -Part 1: Designation system and basis for specifications
ISO 20557-2:2018 - Plastics -- Poly(phenylene ether) (PPE) moulding and extrusion materials -Part 2: Preparation of test specimen and determination of properties
ISO 1624:2001 - Plastics -- Vinyl chloride homopolymer and copolymer resins -- Sieve analysis in
water
ISO 20557-1:2018 - Plastics -- Poly(phenylene ether) (PPE) moulding and extrusion materials -Part 1: Designation system and basis for specifications
ISO 2561:2012 - Plastics -- Determination of residual styrene monomer in polystyrene (PS) and
impact-resistant polystyrene (PS-I) by gas chromatography
ISO 1628-6:1990 - Plastics -- Determination of viscosity number and limiting viscosity number -Part 6: Methyl methacrylate polymers
ISO 12418-1:2012 - Plastics -- Post-consumer poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) bottle
recyclates -- Part 1: Designation system and basis for specifications
ISO 11468:1997 - Plastics -- Preparation of PVC pastes for test purposes -- Dissolver method
ISO 12418-2:2012 - Plastics -- Post-consumer poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) bottle
recyclates -- Part 2: Preparation of test specimens and determination of properties
ISO 1622-1:2012 - Plastics -- Polystyrene (PS) moulding and extrusion materials -- Part 1:
Designation system and basis for specifications
ISO/TC 63 - Glass containers
ISO 8113:2004 - lass containers -- Resistance to vertical load -- Test method

ISO 7459:2004 - Glass containers -- Thermal shock resistance and thermal shock endurance -Test methods
ISO/TC 67 - Materials, equipment and offshore structures for petroleum, petrochemical and
natural gas industries
ISO 20312:2011 - Petroleum and natural gas industries -- Design and operating limits of drill
strings with aluminium alloy components
ISO 21457:2010 - Petroleum, petrochemical and natural gas industries -- Materials selection and
corrosion control for oil and gas production systems
ISO 15663-1:2000 - Petroleum and natural gas industries -- Life cycle costing -- Part 1:
Methodology
ISO 15663-2:2001 - Petroleum and natural gas industries -- Life-cycle costing -- Part 2: Guidance
on application of methodology and calculation methods
ISO 15663-3:2001 - Petroleum and natural gas industries -- Life-cycle costing -- Part 3:
Implementation guidelines
ISO 13503-3:2005 - Petroleum and natural gas industries -- Completion fluids and materials -Part 3: Testing of heavy brines
ISO 10407:1993 - Petroleum and natural gas industries -- Drilling and production equipment -Drill stem design and operating limits
ISO 14310:2008 - Petroleum and natural gas industries -- Downhole equipment -- Packers and
bridge plugs
ISO 10428:1993 - Petroleum and natural gas industries -- Sucker rods (pony rods, polished rods,
couplings and sub-couplings) -- Specification
ISO 10424-2:2007 - Petroleum and natural gas industries -- Rotary drilling equipment -- Part 2:
Threading and gauging of rotary shouldered thread connections
ISO 14693:2003 - Petroleum and natural gas industries -- Drilling and well-servicing equipment
ISO/PAS 12835:2013 - Qualification of casing connections for thermal wells
ISO 10438-3:2007 - Petroleum, petrochemical and natural gas industries -- Lubrication, shaftsealing and control-oil systems and auxiliaries -- Part 3: General-purpose oil systems
ISO 28300:2008 - Petroleum, petrochemical and natural gas industries -- Venting of atmospheric
and low-pressure storage tanks
ISO 15547-1:2005 - Petroleum, petrochemical and natural gas industries -- Plate-type heat
exchangers -- Part 1: Plate-and-frame heat exchangers

ISO 10438-2:2007 - Petroleum, petrochemical and natural gas industries -- Lubrication, shaftsealing and control-oil systems and auxiliaries -- Part 2: Special-purpose oil systems
ISO 15547-2:2005 - Petroleum, petrochemical and natural gas industries -- Plate-type heat
exchangers -- Part 2: Brazed aluminium plate-fin heat exchangers
ISO 10438-1:2007 - Petroleum, petrochemical and natural gas industries -- Lubrication, shaftsealing and control-oil systems and auxiliaries -- Part 1: General requirements
ISO 15138:2018 - Petroleum and natural gas industries -- Offshore production installations -Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning
ISO 10438-4:2007 - Petroleum, petrochemical and natural gas industries -- Lubrication, shaftsealing and control-oil systems and auxiliaries -- Part 4: Self-acting gas seal support systems
ISO 10437:2003 - Petroleum, petrochemical and natural gas industries -- Steam turbines -Special-purpose applications
ISO 10855-1:2018 - Offshore containers and associated lifting sets -- Part 1: Design, manufacture
and marking of offshore containers
ISO 10855-2:2018 - Offshore containers and associated lifting sets -- Part 2: Design, manufacture
and marking of lifting sets
ISO 10855-3:2018 - Offshore containers and associated lifting sets -- Part 3: Periodic inspection,
examination and testing
ISO/TS 16901:2015 - Guidance on performing risk assessment in the design of onshore LNG
installations including the ship/shore interface
ISO/TS 18683:2015 - Guidelines for systems and installations for supply of LNG as fuel to ships
ISO/TC 68 - Financial services
ISO 17442:2012 - Financial services -- Legal Entity Identifier (LEI)
ISO/TC 69 - Applications of statistical methods
ISO 7870-2:2013 - Control charts -- Part 2: Shewhart control charts
ISO 39511:2018 - Sequential sampling plans for inspection by variables for percent
nonconforming (known standard deviation)
ISO 11648-2:2001 - Statistical aspects of sampling from bulk materials -- Part 2: Sampling of
particulate materials
ISO 11843-6:2013 - Capability of detection -- Part 6: Methodology for the determination of the
critical value and the minimum detectable value in Poisson distributed measurements by normal
approximations

ISO/TC 70 - Internal combustion engines
ISO 8528-2:2018 - Reciprocating internal combustion engine driven alternating current generating
sets -- Part 2: Engines
ISO 4548-3:1997 - Methods of test for full-flow lubricating oil filters for internal combustion
engines -- Part 3: Resistance to high differential pressure and to elevated temperature
ISO 4548-2:1997 - Methods of test for full-flow lubricating oil filters for internal combustion
engines -- Part 2: Element by-pass valve characteristics
ISO 4548-1:1997 - Methods of test for full-flow lubricating oil filters for internal combustion
engines -- Part 1: Differential pressure/flow characteristics
ISO/TC 71 - Concrete, reinforced concrete and pre-stressed concrete
ISO 17785-2:2018 - Testing methods for pervious concrete -- Part 2: Density and void content
ISO 1920-13:2018 - Testing of concrete -- Part 13: Properties of fresh self compacting concrete
ISO 1920-5:2018 - Testing of concrete -- Part 5: Density and water penetration depth
ISO 16204:2012 - Durability -- Service life design of concrete structures
ISO 14824-2:2012 - Grout for prestressing tendons

-- Part 2: Grouting procedures

ISO 14824-1:2012 - Grout for prestressing tendons -- Part 1: Basic requirements
ISO 14824-3:2012 - Grout for prestressing tendons

-- Part 3: Test methods

ISO 28842:2013 - Guidelines for simplified design of reinforced concrete bridges
ISO 18407:2018 - Simplified design of prestressed concrete tanks for potable water
ISO 28841:2013 - Guidelines for simplified seismic assessment and rehabilitation of concrete
buildings
ISO/TC 72 - Textile machinery and accessories
ISO 344:1981 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Spinning machines -- Flyer bobbins
ISO 8489-4:1995 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Cones for cross winding -- Part 4:
Dimensions, tolerances and designation of cones with half angle 4 degrees 20' for winding for
dyeing purposes
ISO 8114:1990 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Spindles for ring-spinning and doubling
machines -- List of equivalent terms

ISO 8489-3:1995 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Cones for cross winding -- Part 3:
Dimensions, tolerances and designation of cones with half angle 4 degrees 20'
ISO 8489-2:1995 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Cones for cross winding -- Part 2:
Dimensions, tolerances and designation of cones with half angle 3 degrees 30'
ISO 8489-1:1995 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Cones for cross winding -- Part 1:
Recommended main dimensions
ISO 98:2001 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Spinning preparatory and spinning machinery
-- Main dimensions of coverings for top rollers
ISO 8115:1986 - Cotton bales -- Dimensions and density
ISO 28239:2008 - Textile machinery -- Opener and cleaner for staple fibres preparation -Vocabulary and principles of construction
ISO 8489-5:1995 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Cones for cross winding -- Part 5:
Dimensions, tolerances and designation of cones with half angle 5 degrees 57'
ISO 363-1:2006 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Flat steel healds with closed end loops -Part 1: Dimensions of healds manufactured of rolled steel wire
ISO 8116-1:1995 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Beams for winding -- Part 1: General
vocabulary
ISO 13990-3:2006 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Yarn feeders and yarn control for
knitting machines -- Part 3: Dimensions for connecting and interconnection cables
ISO 13990-2:2006 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Yarn feeders and yarn control for
knitting machines -- Part 2: Connecting dimensions for yarn feeders and yarn control devices
ISO 14500:2003 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Harnesses for Jacquard weaving
machines -- Vocabulary
ISO 15228:2005 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Profile reeds for air jet weaving machines
-- Dimensions
ISO 8121:2007 - Textile machinery -- Knitting machines -- Nameplate information
ISO 8188:2007 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Pitches of knitting machines
ISO 8640-3:2002 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Flat warp knitting machines -- Part 3:
Vocabulary of patterning devices
ISO 366-5:2006 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Reeds -- Part 5: Dimensions and
designation of profile capsules
ISO 366-4:2005 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Reeds -- Part 4: Dimensions and
designation of plastic-bound metal reeds

ISO 5247-3:1993 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Weaving machines -- Part 3: Parts of the
machine -- Vocabulary
ISO 363-2:2006 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Flat steel healds with closed end loops -Part 2: Dimensions of healds manufactured of hardened strip steel
ISO 8118-2:2006 - Textile machinery -- Weaving machine temples -- Part 2: Full-width temples
ISO 8118-1:2006 - Textile machinery -- Weaving machine temples -- Part 1: Temple cylinders
ISO 13990-1:2006 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Yarn feeders and yarn control for
knitting machines -- Part 1: Vocabulary
ISO 8119-2:1989 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Needles for knitting machines -Terminology -- Part 2: Bearded needles
ISO 8119-1:1989 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Needles for knitting machines -Terminology -- Part 1: Latch-type needles
ISO 8122:2003 - Textile machinery -- Knitting machines -- Number of needles for circular knitting
machines of large nominal diameter
ISO 8117:2003 - Textile machinery -- Knitting machines -- Nominal diameters of circular
machines
ISO 11675:2005 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Flatbed knitting machines -- Vocabulary
ISO 10223:2005 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Flat warp knitting machines -- Numbering
of guide bars
ISO 7839:2005 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Knitting machines -- Vocabulary and
classification
ISO 7506:1984 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Numbering of harnesses for drawing-in on
Jacquard machines
ISO 8640-2:2004 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Flat warp knitting machines -- Part 2:
Vocabulary of warp let-off, fabric take-up and batching
ISO 8640-1:2004 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Flat warp knitting machines -- Part 1:
Vocabulary of basic structure and knitting elements
ISO 9473-2:2006 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Strip steel for dents of reeds -- Part 2:
Hardened strip steel
ISO 9473-1:2006 - Textile machinery and accessories -- Strip steel for dents of reeds -- Part 1:
Cold rolled strip steel

ISO/TC 76 - Transfusion, infusion and injection, and blood processing equipment for
medical and pharmaceutical use
ISO 15010:1998 - Disposable hanging devices for transfusion and infusion bottles -Requirements and test methods
ISO 720:1985 Glass -- Hydrolytic resistance of glass grains at 121 degrees C -- Method of test
and classification
ISO 8871-2:2003 - Elastomeric parts for parenterals and for devices for pharmaceutical use -Part 2: Identification and characterization
ISO/TC 79 - Light metals and their alloys
ISO 28340:2013 - Combined coatings on aluminium -- General specifications for combined
coatings of electrophoretic organic coatings and anodic oxidation coatings on aluminium
ISO 7583:2013 - Anodizing of aluminium and its alloys -- Terms and definitions
ISO 23079:2005 - Magnesium and magnesium alloys -- Returns -- Requirements, classification
and acceptance
ISO 11707:2011 - Magnesium and its alloys -- Determination of lead and cadmium
ISO/TC 82 - Mining
ISO 3552-2:1992 - Rotary core diamond drilling equipment -- System B -- Part 2: Inch units
ISO 19426-5:2018 - Structures for mine shafts -- Part 5: Shaft system structures
ISO 3551-2:1992 - Rotary core diamond drilling equipment -- System A -- Part 2: Inch units
ISO 19426-3:2018 - Structures for mine shafts -- Part 3: Sinking stages
ISO 3552-1:1992 - Rotary core diamond drilling equipment -- System B -- Part 1: Metric units
ISO 19426-4:2018 - Structures for mine shafts -- Part 4: Conveyances
ISO 19426-1:2018 - Structures for mine shafts -- Part 1: Vocabulary
ISO 10098:1992 - Wireline diamond core drilling equipment -- System CSSK
ISO 19426-2:2018 - Structures for mine shafts -- Part 2: Headframe structures
ISO 10097-2:1999 - Wireline diamond core drilling equipment -- System A -- Part 2: Inch units
ISO 18758-1:2018 - Mining and earth-moving machinery -- Rock drill rigs and rock reinforcement
rigs -- Part 1: Vocabulary

ISO 18758-2:2018 - Mining and earth-moving machinery -- Rock drill rigs and rock reinforcement
rigs -- Part 2: Safety requirements
ISO 10097-1:1999 - Wireline diamond core drilling equipment -- System A -- Part 1: Metric units
ISO 8866:1991 - Rotary core diamond drilling equipment -- System C
ISO 3551-1:1992 - Rotary core diamond drilling equipment -- System A -- Part 1: Metric units
ISO/TC 83 - Sports and other recreational facilities and equipment
ISO 11088:2018 - Alpine ski/binding/boot (S-B-B) system -- Assembly, adjustment and inspection
ISO 6265:2013 - Alpine skis -- Determination of deformation load and breaking load
ISO 5902:2013 - Alpine skis -- Determination of elastic properties
ISO 6266:2013 - Alpine skis -- Determination of fatigue indexes -- Cyclic loading test
ISO/TC 84 - Devices for administration of medicinal products and catheters
ISO 20697:2018 - Sterile drainage catheters and accessory devices for single use
ISO 20696:2018 - Sterile urethral catheters for single use
ISO/TC 85 - Nuclear energy, nuclear technologies, and radiological protection
ISO 19443:2018 - Quality management systems -- Specific requirements for the application of
ISO 9001:2015 by organizations in the supply chain of the nuclear energy sector supplying
products and services important to nuclear safety (ITNS)
ISO/ASTM 52116:2013 - Practice for dosimetry for a self-contained dry-storage gamma irradiator
ISO/ASTM 51631:2013 - Practice for use of calorimetric dosimetry systems for electron beam
dose measurements and dosimetery system calibrations
ISO/ASTM 51261:2013 - Practice for calibration of routine dosimetry systems for radiation
processing
ISO/ASTM 51940:2013 - Guide for dosimetry for sterile insects release programs
ISO/ASTM 51702:2013 - Practice for dosimetry in a gamma facility for radiation processing
ISO 29661:2012 - Reference radiation fields for radiation protection -- Definitions and
fundamental concepts
ISO 9404-1:1991 - Enclosures for protection against ionizing radiation -- Lead shielding units for
150 mm, 200 mm and 250 mm thick walls -- Part 1: Chevron units of 150 mm and 200 mm
thickness

ISO 20785-2:2011 - Dosimetry for exposures to cosmic radiation in civilian aircraft -- Part 2:
Characterization of instrument response
ISO 2889:2010 - Sampling airborne radioactive materials from the stacks and ducts of nuclear
facilities
ISO 11665-4:2012 - Measurement of radioactivity in the environment -- Air: radon-222 -- Part 4:
Integrated measurement method for determining average activity concentration using passive
sampling and delayed analysis
ISO 11665-7:2012 - Measurement of radioactivity in the environment -- Air: radon-222 -- Part 7:
Accumulation method for estimating surface exhalation rate
ISO 11665-8:2012 - Measurement of radioactivity in the environment -- Air: radon-222 -- Part 8:
Methodologies for initial and additional investigations in buildings
ISO 11665-5:2012 - Measurement of radioactivity in the environment -- Air: radon-222 -- Part 5:
Continuous measurement method of the activity concentration
ISO 11665-6:2012 - Measurement of radioactivity in the environment -- Air: radon-222 -- Part 6:
Spot measurement method of the activity concentration
ISO 14152:2001 - Neutron radiation protection shielding -- Design principles and considerations
for the choice of appropriate material
ISO 11665-1:2012 - Measurement of radioactivity in the environment -- Air: radon-222 -- Part 1:
Origins of radon and its short-lived decay products and associated measurement methods
ISO 8769:2016 - Reference sources -- Calibration of surface contamination monitors -- Alpha-,
beta- and photon emitters
ISO 20785-1:2012 - Dosimetry for exposures to cosmic radiation in civilian aircraft -- Part 1:
Conceptual basis for measurements
ISO 15080:2001 - Nuclear facilities -- Ventilation penetrations for shielded enclosures
ISO 11665-2:2012 - Measurement of radioactivity in the environment -- Air: radon-222 -- Part 2:
Integrated measurement method for determining average potential alpha energy concentration of
its short-lived decay products
ISO 11665-3:2012 - Measurement of radioactivity in the environment -- Air: radon-222 -- Part 3:
Spot measurement method of the potential alpha energy concentration of its short-lived decay
products
ISO 11665-9:2016 - Measurement of radioactivity in the environment -- Air: Radon-222 -- Part 9:
Test methods for exhalation rate of building materials
ISO 9891:1994 - Determination of carbon content in uranium dioxide powder and sintered pellets
-- High-frequency induction furnace combustion -- Titrimetric/coulometric/infrared absorption
methods

ISO 18213-6:2008 - Nuclear fuel technology -- Tank calibration and volume determination for
nuclear materials accountancy -- Part 6: Accurate in-tank determination of liquid density in
accountancy tanks equipped with dip tubes
ISO 9892:1992 - Uranium metal, uranium dioxide powder and pellets, and uranyl nitrate solutions
-- Determination of fluorine content -- Fluoride ion selective electrode method
ISO 9894:1996 - Subsampling of uranium hexafluoride in the liquid phase
ISO 21847-3:2007 - Nuclear fuel technology -- Alpha spectrometry -- Part 3: Determination of
uranium 232 in uranium and its compounds
ISO 21847-2:2007 - Nuclear fuel technology -- Alpha spectrometry -- Part 2: Determination of
plutonium in uranium and its compounds
ISO 21847-1:2007 - Nuclear fuel technology -- Alpha spectrometry -- Part 1: Determination of
neptunium in uranium and its compounds
ISO 9889:1994 - Determination of carbon content in uranium dioxide powder and sintered pellets
-- Resistance furnace combustion -- Titrimetric/coulometric/infrared absorbtion method
ISO 18213-4:2008 - Nuclear fuel technology -- Tank calibration and volume determination for
nuclear materials accountancy -- Part 4: Accurate determination of liquid height in accountancy
tanks equipped with dip tubes, slow bubbling rate
ISO 18213-5:2008 - Nuclear fuel technology -- Tank calibration and volume determination for
nuclear materials accountancy -- Part 5: Accurate determination of liquid height in accountancy
tanks equipped with dip tubes, fast bubbling rate
ISO 11932:1996 - Activity measurements of solid materials considered for recycling, re-use or
disposal as non-radioactive waste
ISO 18213-2:2007 - Nuclear fuel technology -- Tank calibration and volume determination for
nuclear materials accountancy -- Part 2: Data standardization for tank calibration
ISO 8298:2000 - Nuclear fuel technology -- Determination of milligram amounts of plutonium in
nitric acid solutions -- Potentiometric titration with potassium dichromate after oxidation by Ce(IV)
and reduction by Fe(II)
ISO 18213-1:2007 - Nuclear fuel technology -- Tank calibration and volume determination for
nuclear materials accountancy -- Part 1: Procedural overview
ISO 11311:2011 - Nuclear criticality safety -- Critical values for homogeneous plutonium-uranium
oxide fuel mixtures outside of reactors
ISO 11320:2011 - Nuclear criticality safety -- Emergency preparedness and response
ISO 7476:2003 - Nuclear fuel technology -- Determination of uranium in uranyl nitrate solutions of
nuclear grade quality -- Gravimetric method

ISO 27468:2011 - Nuclear criticality safety -- Evaluation of systems containing PWR UOX fuels -Bounding burnup credit approach
ISO 9279:1992 - Uranium dioxide pellets -- Determination of density and total porosity -- Mercury
displacement method
ISO 16424:2012 - Nuclear energy -- Evaluation of homogeneity of Gd distribution within
gadolinium fuel blends and determination of Gd2O3 content in gadolinium fuel pellets by
measurements of uranium and gadolinium elements
ISO 9006:1994 - Uranium metal and uranium dioxide powder and pellets -- Determination of
nitrogen content -- Method using ammonia-sensing electrode
ISO 10645:1992 - Nuclear energy -- Light water reactors -- Calculation of the decay heat power in
nuclear fuels
ISO/TC 96 - Cranes
ISO 23853:2018 - Cranes -- Training of slingers and signallers
ISO 8686-2:2018 - Cranes -- Design principles for loads and load combinations -- Part 2: Mobile
cranes
ISO 4301-4:1989 - Cranes and related equipment -- Classification -- Part 4: Jib cranes
ISO/TC 100 - Chains and chain sprockets for power transmission and conveyors
ISO 10823:2004 -Guidelines for the selection of roller chain drives
ISO 3512:1992 - Heavy-duty cranked-link transmission chains
ISO/TC 104 - Freight containers
ISO 6346:1995 - Freight containers -- Coding, identification and marking
ISO/TC 106 - Dentistry
ISO 9917-2:2017 - Dentistry -- Water-based cements -- Part 2: Resin-modified cements
ISO 9917-1:2007 - Dentistry -- Water-based cements -- Part 1: Powder/liquid acid-base cements
ISO/TS 11405:2015 - Dentistry -- Testing of adhesion to tooth structure
ISO 10477:2018 - Dentistry -- Polymer-based crown and veneering materials
ISO 9693-2:2016 - Dentistry -- Compatibility testing -- Part 2: Ceramic-ceramic systems
ISO 6873:2013 -Dentistry -- Gypsum products

ISO 20795-1:2013 - Dentistry -- Base polymers -- Part 1: Denture base polymers
ISO 20795-2:2013 - Dentistry -- Base polymers -- Part 2: Orthodontic base polymers
ISO 13078:2013 - Dentistry -- Dental furnace -- Test method for temperature measurement with
separate thermocouple
ISO 9693-1:2012 - Dentistry -- Compatibility testing -- Part 1: Metal-ceramic systems
ISO 10323:2013 - Dentistry -- Bore diameters for rotary instruments such as discs and wheels
ISO 7711-1:1997 - Dental rotary instruments -- Diamond instruments -- Part 1: Dimensions,
requirements, marking and packaging
ISO 16635-1:2013 - Dentistry -- Dental rubber dam technique -- Part 1: Hole punch
ISO 7711-3:2004 - Dentistry -- Diamond rotary instruments -- Part 3: Grit sizes, designation and
colour code
ISO 7494-1:2018 - Dentistry -- Stationary dental units and dental patient chairs -- Part 1: General
requirements
ISO 10637:2018 - Dentistry -- Central suction source equipment
ISO 18618:2018 - Dentistry -- Interoperability of CAD/CAM systems
ISO/TC 107 - Metallic and other inorganic coatings
ISO 13826:2013 - Metallic and other inorganic coatings -- Determination of thermal diffusivity of
thermally sprayed ceramic coatings by laser flash method
ISO 15724:2001 - Metallic and other inorganic coatings -- Electrochemical measurement of
diffusible hydrogen in steels -- Barnacle electrode method
ISO 28763:2008 - Vitreous and porcelain enamels -- Regenerative, enamelled and packed panels
for air-gas and gas-gas heat exchangers -- Specifications
ISO 27831-2:2008 - Metallic and other inorganic coatings -- Cleaning and preparation of metal
surfaces -- Part 2: Non-ferrous metals and alloys
ISO 27831-1:2008 - Metallic and other inorganic coatings -- Cleaning and preparation of metal
surfaces -- Part 1: Ferrous metals and alloys
ISO 17334:2008 - Metallic and other inorganic coatings -- Autocatalytic nickel over autocatalytic
copper for electromagnetic shielding
ISO/TC 108 - Mechanical vibration, shock and condition monitoring
ISO 20816-4:2018 - Mechanical vibration -- Measurement and evaluation of machine vibration -Part 4: Gas turbines in excess of 3 MW, with fluid-film bearings

ISO 10326-2:2001 - Mechanical vibration -- Laboratory method for evaluating vehicle seat
vibration -- Part 2: Application to railway vehicles
ISO 2631-1:1997 - Mechanical vibration and shock -- Evaluation of human exposure to wholebody vibration -- Part 1: General requirements
ISO 13091-2:2003 - Mechanical vibration -- Vibrotactile perception thresholds for the assessment
of nerve dysfunction -- Part 2: Analysis and interpretation of measurements at the fingertips
ISO 18436-8:2013 - Condition monitoring and diagnostics of machines -- Requirements for
qualification and assessment of personnel -- Part 8: Ultrasound
ISO 6070:1981 - Auxiliary tables for vibration generators -- Methods of describing equipment
characteristics
ISO/TC 110 - Industrial trucks
ISO 22881:2004 - Castors and wheels -- Requirements for use on manually propelled equipment
for institutional applications
ISO 20898:2008 - Industrial trucks -- Electrical requirements
ISO/TC 113 – Hydrometry
ISO 11329:2001 - Hydrometric determinations -- Measurement of suspended sediment transport
in tidal channels
ISO/TC 115 - Pumps
ISO 16330:2003 - Reciprocating positive displacement pumps and pump units -- Technical
requirements
ISO 21049:2004 - Pumps -- Shaft sealing systems for centrifugal and rotary pumps
ISO/TC 119 -

Powder metallurgy

ISO 3923-1:2018 - Metallic powders -- Determination of apparent density -- Part 1: Funnel
method
ISO 13517:2013 - Metallic powders -- Determination of flowrate by means of a calibrated funnel
(Gustavsson flowmeter)
ISO 4491-4:2013 - Metallic powders -- Determination of oxygen content by reduction methods -Part 4: Total oxygen by reduction-extraction
ISO 7625:2012 - Sintered metal materials, excluding hardmetals -- Preparation of samples for
chemical analysis for determination of carbon content
ISO/TC 120 – Leather

ISO 11398:2012 - Raw ostrich skins -- Description of defects, guidelines for presentation and
grading on basis of defects
ISO 11396:2012 - Crocodile skins -- Presentation, description of defects, grading on the basis of
defects, size (length) and origin
ISO 14930:2012 - Leather -- Leather for dress gloves -- Specification
ISO 16131:2012 - Leather -- Upholstery leather characteristics -- Selection of leather for furniture
ISO/TC 121 - Anaesthetic and respiratory equipment
ISO 5358:1992 - Anaesthetic machines for use with humans
ISO 16628:2008 - Tracheobronchial tubes -- Sizing and marking
ISO 80601-2-70:2015 - Medical electrical equipment -- Part 2-70: Particular requirements for
basic safety and essential performance of sleep apnoea breathing therapy equipment
ISO 15002:2008 - Flow-metering devices for connection to terminal units of medical gas pipeline
systems
ISO 9170-2:2008 - Terminal units for medical gas pipeline systems -- Part 2: Terminal units for
anaesthetic gas scavenging systems
ISO 10524-4:2008 - Pressure regulators for use with medical gases -- Part 4: Low-pressure
regulators
ISO 7396-1:2016 - Medical gas pipeline systems -- Part 1: Pipeline systems for compressed
medical gases and vacuum
ISO 21969:2009 - High-pressure flexible connections for use with medical gas systems
ISO 10079-1:2015/Amd 1:2018 - Changes to requirements for operating at extremes of
temperature
ISO/TC 122 – Packaging
ISO 17351:2013 - Packaging -- Braille on packaging for medicinal products
ISO 3394:2012 - Packaging -- Complete, filled transport packages and unit loads -- Dimensions
of rigid rectangular packages
ISO 3676:2012 - Packaging -- Complete, filled transport packages and unit loads -- Unit load
dimensions
ISO 8768:1987 - Packaging -- Complete, filled transport packages -- Toppling test
ISO 18604:2013 - Packaging and the environment -- Material recycling

ISO 18603:2013 - Packaging and the environment -- Reuse
ISO 18602:2013 - Packaging and the environment -- Optimization of the packaging system
ISO 18606:2013 - Packaging and the environment -- Organic recycling
ISO 18605:2013 - Packaging and the environment -- Energy recovery
ISO 18601:2013 - Packaging and the environment -- General requirements for the use of ISO
standards in the field of packaging and the environment
ISO/TC 123 - Plain bearings
ISO 4381:2011 - Plain bearings -- Tin casting alloys for multilayer plain bearings
ISO 6280:2018 - Plain bearings -- Requirements and guidance on backings for thick-walled
multilayer bearings
ISO 6691:2000 - Thermoplastic polymers for plain bearings -- Classification and designation
ISO 6282:2018
Plain bearings -- Metallic thin-walled half bearings -- Determination of the sigma 0,01*-limit
ISO 7905-1:1995 - Plain bearings -- Bearing fatigue -- Part 1: Plain bearings in test rigs and in
applications under conditions of hydrodynamic lubrication
ISO 4384-2:2011 - Plain bearings -- Hardness testing of bearing metals -- Part 2: Solid materials
ISO 7905-4:1995 - Plain bearings -- Bearing fatigue -- Part 4: Tests on half-bearings of a metallic
multilayer bearing material
ISO 7905-2:1995 - Plain bearings -- Bearing fatigue -- Part 2: Test with a cylindrical specimen of
a metallic bearing material
ISO 7905-3:1995 - Plain bearings -- Bearing fatigue -- Part 3: Test on plain strips of a metallic
multilayer bearing material
ISO 12128:2001 - Plain bearings -- Lubrication holes, grooves and pockets -- Dimensions, types,
designation and their application to bearing bushes
ISO 12129-2:1995 - Plain bearings -- Part 2: Tolerances on form and position and surface
roughness for shafts, flanges and thrust collars
ISO 12129-1:1995 - Plain bearings -- Part 1: Fits
ISO 12301:2007 - Plain bearings -- Quality control techniques and inspection of geometrical and
material quality characteristics
ISO/TC 126 - Tobacco and tobacco products

ISO 15593:2001 - Environmental tobacco smoke -- Estimation of its contribution to respirable
suspended particles -- Determination of particulate matter by ultraviolet absorbance and by
fluorescence
ISO 3308:2012 - Routine analytical cigarette-smoking machine -- Definitions and standard
conditions
ISO 10315:2013 - Cigarettes -- Determination of nicotine in smoke condensates -- Gaschromatographic method
ISO 15592-3:2008 - Fine-cut tobacco and smoking articles made from it -- Methods of sampling,
conditioning and analysis -- Part 3: Determination of total particulate matter of smoking articles
using a routine analytical smoking machine, preparation for the determination of water and
nicotine, and calculation of nicotine-free dry particulate matter
ISO 22303:2008 - Tobacco -- Determination of tobacco specific nitrosamines -- Method using
buffer extraction
ISO 22634-2:2017 - Cigarettes -- Determination of benzo[a]pyrene in cigarette mainstream
smoke using GC/MS -- Part 2: Method using cyclohexane as extraction solvent
ISO 22634-1:2017 - Cigarettes -- Determination of benzo[a]pyrene in cigarette mainstream
smoke using GC/MS -- Part 1: Method using methanol as extraction solvent
ISO 3401:1991 - Cigarettes -- Determination of alkaloid retention by the filters -- Spectrometric
method
ISO 15592-2:2001 - Fine-cut tobacco and smoking articles made from it -- Methods of sampling,
conditioning and analysis -- Part 2: Atmosphere for conditioning and testing
ISO/TS 3550-3:2015 - Cigarettes -- Determination of loss of tobacco from the ends -- Part 3:
Method using a vibro-bench
ISO/TC 127 - Earth-moving machinery
ISO 2860:1992 - Earth-moving machinery -- Minimum access dimensions
ISO 17757:2017 - Earth-moving machinery and mining -- Autonomous and semi-autonomous
machine system safety
ISO 10264:1990 - Earth-moving machinery -- Key-locked starting systems
ISO 19014-1:2018 - Earth-moving machinery -- Functional safety -- Part 1: Methodology to
determine safety-related parts of the control system and performance requirements
ISO 3471:2008 - Earth-moving machinery -- Roll-over protective structures -- Laboratory tests
and performance requirements
ISO/TS 15143-3:2016 - Earth-moving machinery and mobile road construction machinery -Worksite data exchange -- Part 3: Telematics data

ISO 15998:2008 - Earth-moving machinery -- Machine-control systems (MCS) using electronic
components -- Performance criteria and tests for functional safety
ISO/TS 15998-2:2012 - Earth-moving machinery -- Machine control systems (MCS) using
electronic components -- Part 2: Use and application of ISO 15998
ISO 6747:2013 - Earth-moving machinery -- Dozers -- Terminology and commercial specifications
ISO 7134:2013 - Earth-moving machinery -- Graders -- Terminology and commercial
specifications
ISO 7133:2013 - Earth-moving machinery -- Scrapers -- Terminology and commercial
specifications
ISO 8811:2000 - Earth-moving machinery -- Rollers and compactors -- Terminology and
commercial specifications
ISO/TC 130 - Graphic technology
ISO 5776:2016 - Graphic technology -- Symbols for text proof correction
ISO 11084-1:1993 - Graphic technology -- Register systems for photographic materials, foils and
paper -- Part 1: Three-pin systems
ISO/TC 131 - Fluid power systems
ISO 9974-1:1996 - Connections for general use and fluid power -- Ports and stud ends with ISO
261 threads with elastomeric or metal-to-metal sealing -- Part 1: Threaded ports
ISO 6164:2018 - Hydraulic fluid power -- Four-screw, one-piece square flange connections for
use at pressures of 42 MPa, DN 25 to 80
ISO 14541:2013 - Hydraulic fluid power -- Dimensions and requirements for screw-to-connect
quick-action couplings for general purpose
ISO 14540:2013 - Hydraulic fluid power -- Dimensions and requirements for screw-to-connect
quick-action couplings for use at a pressure of 72 MPa (720 bar)
ISO 9974-3:1996 - Connections for general use and fluid power -- Ports and stud ends with ISO
261 threads with elastomeric or metal-to-metal sealing -- Part 3: Stud ends with metal-to-metal
sealing (type B)
ISO 9974-2:1996 - Connections for general use and fluid power -- Ports and stud ends with ISO
261 threads with elastomeric or metal-to-metal sealing -- Part 2: Stud ends with elastomeric
sealing (type E)
ISO 7790:2013 - Hydraulic fluid power -- Four-port modular stack valves and four-port directional
control valves, sizes 02, 03, 05, 07, 08 and 10 -- Clamping dimensions
ISO 11170:2013 - Hydraulic fluid power -- Sequence of tests for verifying performance
characteristics of filter elements

ISO 4407:2002 - Hydraulic fluid power -- Fluid contamination -- Determination of particulate
contamination by the counting method using an optical microscope
ISO 11943:2018 - Hydraulic fluid power -- Online automatic particle-counting systems for liquids - Methods of calibration and validation
ISO 4021:1992 -Hydraulic fluid power -- Particulate contamination analysis -- Extraction of fluid
samples from lines of an operating system
ISO 6194-1:2007 - Rotary shaft lip-type seals incorporating elastomeric sealing elements -- Part
1: Nominal dimensions and tolerances
ISO 3601-4:2008 - Fluid power systems -- O-rings -- Part 4: Anti-extrusion rings (back-up rings)
ISO 6195:2013 - Fluid power systems and components -- Cylinder-rod wiper-ring housings in
reciprocating applications -- Dimensions and tolerances
ISO 4392-1:2002 - Hydraulic fluid power -- Determination of characteristics of motors -- Part 1: At
constant low speed and constant pressure
ISO/TC 135 - Non-destructive testing
ISO 11699-1:2008 - Non-destructive testing -- Industrial radiographic film -- Part 1: Classification
of film systems for industrial radiography
ISO 19835:2018 - Non-destructive testing -- Acoustic emission testing -- Steel structures of
overhead travelling cranes and portal bridge cranes
ISO/TC 136 - Furniture
ISO 8191-1:1987 - Furniture -- Assessment of the ignitability of upholstered furniture -- Part 1:
Ignition source: smouldering cigarette
ISO/TC 137 - Footwear sizing designations and marking systems
ISO/TS 19408:2015 - Footwear -- Sizing -- Vocabulary and terminology
ISO/TS 19407:2015 - Footwear -- Sizing -- Conversion of sizing systems
ISO/TC 138 - Plastics pipes, fittings and valves for the transport of fluids
ISO 15398:2012 - Specifications for thermoplastics covers and frames for manholes and
inspection chambers used in non-traffic areas
ISO 8361-1:1991 - Thermoplastics pipes and fittings -- Water absorption -- Part 1: General test
method
ISO 8361-3:1991 - Thermoplastics pipes and fittings -- Water absorption -- Part 3: Test conditions
for acrylonitrile/butadiene/styrene (ABS) pipes and fittings

ISO 9854-1:1994 - Thermoplastics pipes for the transport of fluids -- Determination of pendulum
impact strength by the Charpy method -- Part 1: General test method
ISO 9854-2:1994 - Thermoplastics pipes for the transport of fluids -- Determination of pendulum
impact strength by the Charpy method -- Part 2: Test conditions for pipes of various materials
ISO 10471:2018 - Glass-reinforced thermosetting plastics (GRP) pipes -- Determination of the
long-term ultimate bending strain and the long-term ultimate relative ring deflection under wet
conditions
ISO 10468:2018 - Glass-reinforced thermosetting plastics (GRP) pipes -- Determination of the
ring creep properties under wet or dry conditions
ISO 10467:2018 - Plastics piping systems for pressure and non-pressure drainage and sewerage
-- Glass-reinforced thermosetting plastics (GRP) systems based on unsaturated polyester (UP)
resin
ISO/TC 142 - Cleaning equipment for air and other gases
ISO 10121-2:2013 - Test methods for assessing the performance of gas-phase air cleaning
media and devices for general ventilation -- Part 2: Gas-phase air cleaning devices (GPACD)
ISO 29462:2013 - Field testing of general ventilation filtration devices and systems for in situ
removal efficiency by particle size and resistance to airflow
ISO/TC 145 - Graphical symbols
ISO 7001:2007 - Graphical symbols -- Public information symbols
ISO/TC 146 - Air quality
ISO 13833:2013 - Stationary source emissions -- Determination of the ratio of biomass (biogenic)
and fossil-derived carbon dioxide -- Radiocarbon sampling and determination
ISO 7935:1992 - Stationary source emissions -- Determination of the mass concentration of sulfur
dioxide -- Performance characteristics of automated measuring methods
ISO 25597:2013 - Stationary source emissions -- Test method for determining PM2,5 and PM10
mass in stack gases using cyclone samplers and sample dilution
ISO 16911-1:2013 - Stationary source emissions -- Manual and automatic determination of
velocity and volume flow rate in ducts -- Part 1: Manual reference method
ISO 16911-2:2013 - Stationary source emissions -- Manual and automatic determination of
velocity and volume flow rate in ducts -- Part 2: Automated measuring systems
ISO/TC 147 - Water quality
ISO 6107-9:1997 - Water quality -- Vocabulary -- Part 9: Alphabetical list and subject index

ISO 20950-1:2018 - Water quality -- Determination of available weak and dissociable (WAD)
cyanide -- Part 1: Method using ligand exchange, flow injection analysis (FIA), gas-diffusion and
amperometric detection
ISO 20596-1:2018 - Water quality -- Determination of cyclic volatile methylsiloxanes in water -Part 1: Method using purge and trap with gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS)
ISO 13162:2011 - Water quality -- Determination of carbon 14 activity -- Liquid scintillation
counting method
ISO 9408:1999 - Water quality -- Evaluation of ultimate aerobic biodegradability of organic
compounds in aqueous medium by determination of oxygen demand in a closed respirometer
ISO 5667-3:2018 - Water quality -- Sampling -- Part 3: Preservation and handling of water
samples
ISO/TC 148 - Sewing machines
ISO 8239:1987 - Sewing machines needles -- Fitting dimensions -- Tolerances and combinations
ISO/TC 149 - Cycles
ISO 6697:1994 - Cycles -- Hubs and freewheels -- Assembly dimensions
ISO 11243:2016 - Cycles -- Luggage carriers for bicycles -- Requirements and test methods
ISO/TC 150 - Implants for surgery
ISO 5910:2018 - Cardiovascular implants and extracorporeal systems -- Cardiac valve repair
devices
ISO 14242-4:2018 - Implants for surgery -- Wear of total hip-joint prostheses -- Part 4: Testing hip
prostheses under variations in component positioning which results in direct edge loading
ISO 5838-1:2013 - Implants for surgery -- Metallic skeletal pins and wires -- Part 1: General
requirements
ISO 11318:2002 - Cardiac defibrillators -- Connector assembly DF-1 for implantable defibrillators
-- Dimensions and test requirements
ISO 5841-3:2013 - Implants for surgery -- Cardiac pacemakers -- Part 3: Low-profile connectors
(IS-1) for implantable pacemakers
ISO 13019:2018 - Tissue-engineered medical products -- Quantification of sulfated
glycosaminoglycans (sGAG) for evaluation of chondrogenesis
ISO/TC 153 - Valves

ISO 28921-1:2013 - Industrial valves -- Isolating valves for low-temperature applications -- Part 1:
Design, manufacturing and production testing
ISO 5209:1977 - General purpose industrial valves -- Marking
ISO 10631:2013 - Metallic butterfly valves for general purposes
ISO/TC 154 - Processes, data elements and documents in commerce, industry and
administration
ISO 17369:2013 - Statistical data and metadata exchange (SDMX)
SO/TC 156 - Corrosion of metals and alloys
ISO 16151:2018 - Corrosion of metals and alloys -- Accelerated cyclic test with exposure to
acidified salt spray, dry and wet conditions
ISO/TC 159 - Ergonomics
ISO 9241-154:2013 - Ergonomics of human-system interaction -- Part 154: Interactive voice
response (IVR) applications
ISO/TC 161 - Controls and protective devices for gas and/or oil
ISO 23551-5:2014 - Safety and control devices for gas burners and gas-burning appliances -Particular requirements -- Part 5: Manual gas valves
ISO/TC 163 - Thermal performance and energy use in the built environment
ISO 12655:2013 - Energy performance of buildings -- Presentation of measured energy use of
buildings
ISO 18096:2013 - Thermal insulating products for building equipment and industrial installations - Determination of maximum service temperature for preformed pipe insulation
ISO 18097:2013 - Thermal insulating products for building equipment and industrial installations - Determination of maximum service temperature
ISO 17749:2018 - Thermal insulation products -- Sheep wool mat and board -- Specification
ISO 20310:2018 - Thermal insulation for building equipment and industrial installations -Aluminosilicate wool products -- Specification
ISO/TC 164 - Mechanical testing of metals
ISO 12004-2:2008 - Metallic materials -- Sheet and strip -- Determination of forming-limit curves -Part 2: Determination of forming-limit curves in the laboratory
ISO 12004-1:2008 - Metallic materials -- Sheet and strip -- Determination of forming-limit curves -Part 1: Measurement and application of forming-limit diagrams in the press shop

ISO/TC 171 - Document management applications
ISO 446:2004 - Micrographics -- ISO character and ISO test chart No. 1 -- Description and use
ISO 8126:2000 - Micrographics -- Duplicating film, silver, diazo and vesicular -- Visual density -Specifications and measurement
ISO 14641:2018 - Electronic document management -- Design and operation of an information
system for the preservation of electronic documents -- Specifications
ISO 32000-2:2017 - Document management -- Portable document format -- Part 2: PDF 2.0
ISO 14739-1:2014 - Document management -- 3D use of Product Representation Compact
(PRC) format -- Part 1: PRC 10001
ISO/TC 172 - Optics and photonics
ISO 19740:2018 - Optics and photonics -- Optical materials and components -- Test method for
homogeneity of infrared optical materials
ISO 21575:2018 - Optics and photonics -- Optical materials and components -- The powder test
method for the water resistance of optical glass
ISO 19741:2018 - Optics and photonics -- Optical materials and components -- Test method for
striae in infrared optical materials
ISO 19742:2018 - Optics and photonics -- Optical materials and components -- Test method for
bubbles and inclusions in infrared optical materials
ISO 19012-2:2013 - Microscopes -- Designation of microscope objectives -- Part 2: Chromatic
correction
ISO/TS 18339:2015 - Endotherapy devices -- Eyepiece cap and light guide connector
ISO/TS 18340:2015 - Endoscopes -- Trocar pins, trocar sleeves and endotherapy devices for use
with trocar sleeves
ISO 19012-1:2013 - Microscopes -- Designation of microscope objectives -- Part 1: Flatness of
field/Plan
ISO 8255-2:2013 - Microscopes -- Cover glasses -- Part 2: Quality of materials, standards of
finish and mode of packaging
ISO 12858-2:1999 - Optics and optical instruments -- Ancillary devices for geodetic instruments -Part 2: Tripods
ISO 16284:2006 - Ophthalmic optics -- Information interchange for ophthalmic optical equipment
ISO 8980-3:2013 - Ophthalmic optics -- Uncut finished spectacle lenses -- Part 3: Transmittance
specifications and test methods

ISO 16034:2002 - Ophthalmic optics -- Specifications for single-vision ready-to-wear near- vision
spectacles
ISO 12870:2016 - Ophthalmic optics -- Spectacle frames -- Requirements and test methods
ISO 9342-1:2005 - Optics and optical instruments -- Test lenses for calibration of focimeters -Part 1: Test lenses for focimeters used for measuring spectacle lenses
ISO 19980:2012 - Ophthalmic instruments -- Corneal topographers
ISO 9342-2:2005 - Optics and optical instruments -- Test lenses for calibration of focimeters -Part 2: Test lenses for focimeters used for measuring contact lenses
ISO 14889:2013 - Ophthalmic optics -- Spectacle lenses -- Fundamental requirements for uncut
finished lenses
ISO 24157:2008 - Ophthalmic optics and instruments -- Reporting aberrations of the human eye
ISO 11979-3:2012 - Ophthalmic implants -- Intraocular lenses -- Part 3: Mechanical properties
and test methods
ISO 12005:2003 - Lasers and laser-related equipment -- Test methods for laser beam parameters
-- Polarization
ISO 13142:2015 - Electro-optical systems -- Cavity ring-down technique for high-reflectance
measurement
ISO 13695:2004 - Optics and photonics -- Lasers and laser-related equipment -- Test methods for
the spectral characteristics of lasers
ISO 15902:2004 - Optics and photonics -- Diffractive optics -- Vocabulary
ISO 11553-3:2013 - Safety of machinery -- Laser processing machines -- Part 3: Noise reduction
and noise measurement methods for laser processing machines and hand-held processing
devices and associated auxiliary equipment (accuracy grade 2)
ISO 11146-2:2005 - Lasers and laser-related equipment -- Test methods for laser beam widths,
divergence angles and beam propagation ratios -- Part 2: General astigmatic beams
ISO 17915:2018 - Optics and photonics -- Measurement method of semiconductor lasers for
sensing
ISO 11146-1:2005 - Lasers and laser-related equipment -- Test methods for laser beam widths,
divergence angles and beam propagation ratios -- Part 1: Stigmatic and simple astigmatic beams
ISO/TC 173 - Assistive products
ISO 17966:2016 - Assistive products for personal hygiene that support users -- Requirements
and test methods

ISO 7176-6:2018 - Wheelchairs -- Part 6: Determination of maximum speed of electrically
powered wheelchairs
ISO 7176-10:2008 - Wheelchairs -- Part 10: Determination of obstacle-climbing ability of
electrically powered wheelchairs
ISO 7176-11:2012 - Wheelchairs -- Part 11: Test dummies
ISO 7176-16:2012 - Wheelchairs -- Part 16: Resistance to ignition of postural support devices
ISO 10865-1:2012 - Wheelchair containment and occupant retention systems for accessible
transport vehicles designed for use by both sitting and standing passengers -- Part 1: Systems for
rearward-facing wheelchair-seated passengers
ISO 7176-28:2012 - Wheelchairs -- Part 28: Requirements and test methods for stair-climbing
devices
ISO 7176-4:2008 - Wheelchairs -- Part 4: Energy consumption of electric wheelchairs and
scooters for determination of theoretical distance range
ISO 7176-13:1989 - Wheelchairs -- Part 13: Determination of coefficient of friction of test surfaces
ISO 7176-3:2012 - Wheelchairs -- Part 3: Determination of effectiveness of brakes
ISO/TS 16840-12:2015 - Wheelchair seating -- Part 12: Apparatus and method for cushion
envelopment testing
ISO 17191:2004 - Urine-absorbing aids for incontinence -- Measurement of airborne respirable
polyacrylate superabsorbent materials -- Determination of dust in collection cassettes by sodium
atomic absorption spectrometry
ISO/TC 176 - Quality management and quality assurance
ISO 10005:2018 - Quality management -- Guidelines for quality plans
ISO/TC 178 - Lifts, escalators and moving walks
ISO/TS 18870:2014 - Lifts (elevators) -- Requirements for lifts used to assist in building
evacuation
ISO/TC 180 - Solar energy
ISO 9553:1997 - Solar energy -- Methods of testing preformed rubber seals and sealing
compounds used in collectors
ISO 9459-1:1993 - solar heating -- Domestic water heating systems -- Part 1: Performance rating
procedure using indoor test methods

ISO 9459-2:1995 - Solar heating -- Domestic water heating systems -- Part 2: Outdoor test
methods for system performance characterization and yearly performance prediction of solar-only
systems
ISO 9459-4:2013 - Solar heating -- Domestic water heating systems -- Part 4: System
performance characterization by means of component tests and computer simulation
ISO/TC 181 – Safety of toys
ISO/TR 8124-9:2018 - Safety of toys -- Part 9: Safety aspects related to mechanical and physical
properties -- Comparison of ISO 8124-1, EN 71-1, and ASTM F963
ISO/TC 182 – Geotechnics
ISO 17892-12:2018
Geotechnical investigation and testing -- Laboratory testing of soil -- Part 12: Determination of
liquid and plastic limits
ISO/TC 183 - Copper, lead, zinc and nickel ores and concentrates
ISO 12743:2018 - Copper, lead, zinc and nickel concentrates -- Sampling procedures for
determination of metal and moisture content
ISO/TC 184 - Automation systems and integration
ISO/TS 14649-201:2011 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Physical device
control -- Data model for computerized numerical controllers -- Part 201: Machine tool data for
cutting processes
ISO 14649-13:2013 - Automation systems and integration -- Physical device control -- Data
model for computerized numerical controllers -- Part 13: Process data for wire electrical discharge
machining (wire-EDM)
ISO 14649-14:2013 - Automation systems and integration -- Physical device control -- Data
model for computerized numerical controllers -- Part 14: Process data for sink electrical discharge
machining (sink-EDM)
ISO/TS 10303-1685:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1685: Application module: Interconnect module to assembly
module relationship
ISO/TS 10303-1634:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1634: Application module: Assembly component placement
requirements
ISO/TS 10303-1628:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1628: Application module: Design product data management
ISO/TS 10303-1687:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1687: Application module: Interconnect module with macros

ISO/TS 10303-1027:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1027: Application module: Contextual shape positioning
ISO/TS 10303-1815:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1815: Application module: Mating strucuture
ISO/TS 10303-1690:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1690: Application module: Interconnect placement
requirements
ISO/TS 10303-1689:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1689: Application module: Interconnect physical requirement
allocation
ISO/TS 10303-1032:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1032: Application module: Shape property assignment
ISO/TS 10303-1041:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1041: Application module: Product view definition
relationship
ISO/TS 10303-1692:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1692: Application module: Land
ISO/TS 10303-1012:2010 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1012: Application module: Approval
ISO/TS 10303-1816:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1816: Application module: Model based 3D geomatrical
dimensioning and tolerancing representation
ISO/TS 10303-1691:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1691: Application module: Interface component
ISO/TS 10303-1696:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1696: Application module: Layered interconnect module 3D
design
ISO/TS 10303-1042:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1042: Application module: Work request
ISO/TS 10303-1820:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1820: Application module: Point direction model
ISO/TS 10303-1507:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1507: Application module: Geometrically bounded surface
ISO/TS 10303-1601:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1601: Application module: Altered package

ISO/TS 10303-1509:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1509: Application module: Manifold surface
ISO/TS 10303-1050:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1050: Application module: Dimension tolerance
ISO/TS 10303-1824:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1824: Application module: Change management
ISO/TS 10303-1701:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1701: Application module: Layout macro definition
ISO/TS 10303-1700:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1700: Application module: Layered interconnect module with
printed component design
ISO/TS 10303-1823:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1823: Application module: Product view definition reference
ISO/TS 10303-1703:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1703: Application module: Model parameter
ISO/TS 10303-1725:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1725: Application module: Physical unit 3D design view
ISO/TS 10303-1642:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1642: Application module: Assembly module usage view
ISO/TS 10303-1702:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1702: Application module: Manifold subsurface
ISO/TS 10303-1650:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1650: Application module: Bare die
ISO/TS 10303-1705:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1705: Application module: Functional usage view
ISO/TS 10303-1054:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1054: Application module: Value with unit
ISO/TS 10303-1704:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1704: Application module: Network functional design view
ISO/TS 10303-1706:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1706: Application module: Non feature shape element
ISO/TS 10303-1707:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1707: Application module: Package

ISO/TS 10303-1686:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1686: Application module: Interconnect module usage view
ISO/TS 10303-1063:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1063: Application module: Product occurrence
ISO/TS 10303-1698:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1698: Application module: Layered interconnect module
design
ISO/TS 10303-1718:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1718: Application module: Layered interconnect simple
template
ISO/TS 10303-1399:2010 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1399: Application module: Property as definition
ISO 10303-215:2004 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 215: Application protocol: Ship arrangement
ISO 15531-31:2004 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Industrial manufacturing
management data -- Part 31: Resource information model
ISO/TS 10303-409:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 409: Application module: AP209 multidisciplinary analysis
and design
ISO 10303-43:2011 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 43: Integrated generic resource: Representation structures
ISO/TS 10303-1803:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1803: Application module: Process plan
ISO/TS 10303-410:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 410: Application module: AP210 electronic assembly
interconnect and packaging design
ISO/TS 10303-1103:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1103: Application module: Product class
ISO/TS 10303-1108:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1108: Application module: Specification based configuration
ISO/TS 10303-1110:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1110: Application module: Surface conditions
ISO/TS 10303-1712:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1712: Application module: Part feature function

ISO/TS 10303-1111:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1111: Application module: Classification with attributes
ISO/TS 10303-1711:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1711: Application module: Part external reference
ISO/TS 10303-1716:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1716: Application module: Layered interconnect complex
template
ISO/TS 10303-1636:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1636: Application module: Assembly module design
ISO/TS 10303-1765:2010 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1765: Application module: Characterizable object
ISO/TS 10303-1514:2010 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1514: Application module: Advanced boundary
representation
ISO/TS 10303-1118:2004 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1118: Application module: Measure representation
ISO/TS 10303-1674:2010 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1674: Application module: Functional assignment to part
ISO/TS 10303-1717:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1717: Application module: Part template 3D shape
ISO/TS 10303-1721:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1721: Application module: Physical component feature
ISO/TS 10303-1122:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1122: Application module: Document assignment
ISO/TS 10303-1723:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1723: Application module: Physical node requirement to
implementing component allocation
ISO/TS 10303-1130:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1130: Application module: Derived shape element
ISO/TS 10303-1722:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1722: Application module: Part template
ISO/TS 10303-1726:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1726: Application module: Physical unit 2D shape
ISO/TS 10303-1724:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1724: Application module: Physical unit 2D design view

ISO/TS 10303-1131:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1131: Application module: Construction geometry
ISO/TS 10303-1728:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1728: Application module: Physical unit design view
ISO/TS 10303-1635:2010 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1635: Application module: Assembly functional interface
requirement
ISO/TS 10303-1791:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1791: Application module: Primitive solids
ISO/TS 10303-1727:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1727: Application module: Physical unit 3D shape
ISO/TS 10303-442:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 442: Application module: AP242 managed model based 3D
engineering
ISO/TS 10303-1404:2010 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1404: Application module: Geometric model 2D 3D
relationship
ISO 13584-25:2004 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Parts library -- Part 25:
Logical resource: Logical model of supplier library with aggregate values and explicit content
ISO/TS 10303-1679:2010 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1679: Application module: Functional specification
ISO 18828-4:2018 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Standardized procedures for
production systems engineering -- Part 4: Key performance indicators (KPIs) in production
planning processes
ISO/TS 10303-1731:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1731: Application module: Constructive solid geometry 2D
ISO/TS 10303-1147:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1147: Application module: Manufacturing configuration
effectivity
ISO/TS 10303-1733:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1733: Application module: Planned characteristic
ISO/TS 10303-1732:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1732: Application module: Physical unit usage view
ISO/TS 10303-1231:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1231: Application module: Product data management

ISO/TS 10303-1735:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1735: Application module: Pre defined datum 2D symbol
ISO/TS 10303-1248:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1248: Application module: Product breakdown
ISO/TS 10303-1309:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1309: Application module: Drawing definition
ISO/TS 10303-1737:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1737: Application module: Printed physical layout template
ISO/TS 10303-1736:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1736: Application module: Pre defined datum 3D symbol
ISO/TS 10303-1312:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1312: Application module: Draughting element
specialisations
ISO/TS 10303-1311:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1311: Application module: Associative draughting elements
ISO/TS 10303-1741:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1741: Application module: Sequential laminate assembly
design
ISO/TS 10303-1520:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1520: Application module: Product data quality definition
ISO/TS 10303-1522:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1522: Application module: Product data quality inspection
result
ISO/TS 10303-1521:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1521: Application module: Poduct data quality criteria
ISO/TS 10303-1524:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1524: Shape data quality inspection result
ISO/TS 10303-1523:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1523: Application module: Shape data quality criteria
ISO/TS 10303-1729:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1729: Application module: Physical unit interconnect
definition
ISO/TS 10303-1064:2004 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1064: Application module: Event

ISO/TS 10303-1751:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1751: Application module: Test requirement allocation
ISO/TS 10303-1750:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1750: Application module: Text representation
ISO/TS 10303-1525:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1525: Application module: Composite surface
ISO/TS 10303-1753:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1753: Application module: Value with unit extension
ISO/TS 10303-1752:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1752: Application module: Thermal network definition
ISO/TS 10303-1640:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1640: Application module: Assembly module with macro
component
ISO/TS 10303-1755:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1755: Application module: Physical connectivity definition
ISO/TS 10303-1526:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1526: Application module: Numeric expression
ISO/TS 10303-1641:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1641: Application module: Assembly module with
subassembly
ISO/TS 10303-1527:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1527: Application module: Elementary function
ISO/TS 10303-1644:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1644: Application module: Assembly module with cable
component
ISO/TS 10303-1789:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1789: Application module: Geometric constraints
ISO/TS 10303-1643:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1643: Application module: Assembly module with
interconnect component
ISO/TS 10303-1788:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1788: Application module: Explicit constraints
ISO/TS 10303-1792:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1792: Application module: Sketch

ISO/TS 10303-1646:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1646: Application module: Footprint definition
ISO/TS 10303-1645:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1645: Application module: Assembly module with packaged
connector component
ISO/TS 10303-1790:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1790: Application module: Parameterization and variational
representation
ISO/TS 10303-1051:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1051: Application module: Geometric tolerance
ISO/TS 10303-1648:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1648: Application module: Assembly physical requirement
allocation
ISO/TS 10303-1714:2010 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1714: Application module: Part feature location
ISO/TS 10303-1055:2004 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1055: Application module: Part definition relationship
ISO/TS 10303-1710:2010 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1710: Application module: Packaged part black box model
ISO/TS 10303-1744:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1744: Application module: Discrete shield
ISO/TS 10303-1772:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1772: Application module: Ply orientation specification
ISO/TS 10303-1004:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1004: Application module: Elemental geometric shape
ISO/TS 10303-1319:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1319: Application module: Solid with local modification
ISO/TS 10303-1649:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1649: Application module: Assembly technology
ISO/TS 10303-1796:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1796: Application module: Kinematic motion representation
ISO/TS 10303-1795:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1795: Application module: Assembly feature relationship
ISO/TS 10303-1652:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1652: Application module: Basic geometry

ISO/TS 10303-1798:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1798: Application module: Kinematic state
ISO/TS 10303-1323:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1323: Application module: Basic geometric topology
ISO/TS 10303-1797:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1797: Application module: Kinematic structure
ISO/TS 10303-1380:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1380: Application module: Fea definition relationships
ISO/TS 10303-1654:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1654: Application module: Characteristic
ISO/TS 10303-1802:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1802: Application module: Assembly component
ISO/TS 10303-1653:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1653: Application module: Cable
ISO/TS 10303-1804:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1804: Application module: Product as individual assembly
and test
ISO/TS 10303-1315:2010 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1315: Application module: Mechanical design presentation
representation with draughting
ISO/TS 10303-1656:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1656: Application module: Component grouping
ISO/TS 10303-1660:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1660: Application module: Datum difference based model
ISO/TS 10303-1806:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1806: Application module: Form feature in panel
ISO/TS 10303-1657:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1657: Application module: Component feature
ISO/TS 10303-1708:2010 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1708: Application module: Packaged connector model
ISO/TS 10303-1740:2010 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1740: Application module: Requirement decomposition
ISO/TS 10303-1764:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1764: Application module: Shape feature

ISO/TS 10303-1747:2010 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1747: Application module: Specification document
ISO/TS 10303-1770:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1770: Application module: Part and zone laminate tables
ISO/TS 10303-1767:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1767: Application module: Composite constituent shape
ISO/TS 10303-1349:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1349: Application module: Incomplete data reference
mechanism
ISO/TS 10303-1807:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1807: Application module: Part shape
ISO/TS 10303-1346:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1346: Application module: Numeric function
ISO/TS 10303-1809:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1809: Application module: Default setting association
ISO/TS 10303-1362:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1362: Application module: Dimension and tolerance callouts
ISO/TS 10303-1808:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1808: Application module: Assembly shape
ISO/TS 10303-1662:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1662: Application module: Design specific assignment to
assembly usage view
ISO/TS 10303-1350:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1350: Application module: Inertia characteristics
ISO/TS 10303-1811:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1811: Application module: Product and manufacturing
information with nominal 3D models
ISO/TS 10303-1668:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1668: Application module: Fabrication joint
ISO/TS 10303-1001:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1001: Application module: Appearance assignment
ISO/TS 10303-1005:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1005: Application module: Elemental topology

ISO/TS 10303-1670:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1670: Application module: Fabrication technology
ISO/TS 10303-1813:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1813: Application module: Parametric representation
ISO/TS 10303-1812:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1812: Application module: Product and manufacturing
annotation presentation
ISO/TS 10303-1676:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1676: Application module: Functional decomposition to
design
ISO/TS 10303-1671:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1671: Application module: Feature and connection zone
ISO/TS 10303-1814:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1814: Application module: Machining features
ISO 10303-232:2002 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 232: Application protocol: Technical data packaging core
information and exchange
ISO/TS 10303-1023:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1023: Application module: Part view definition
ISO/TS 10303-1682:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1682: Application module: Interconnect 2D shape
ISO/TS 10303-1681:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1681: Application module: Generic material aspects
ISO/TS 10303-1026:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1026: Application module: Assembly structure
ISO 10303-50:2002 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 50: Integrated generic resource: Mathematical constructs
ISO/TS 10303-1343:2014 - Industrial automation systems and integration -- Product data
representation and exchange -- Part 1343: Application module: Product placement
ISO 10592:1994 - Small craft -- Hydraulic steering systems
ISO 8847:2004 - Small craft -- Steering gear -- Cable and pulley systems
ISO 16147:2018 - Small craft -- Inboard diesel engines -- Engine-mounted fuel, oil and electrical
components
ISO/TC 190 -

Soil quality

ISO 11260:2018 - Soil quality -- Determination of effective cation exchange capacity and base
saturation level using barium chloride solution
ISO 20244:2018 - Soil quality -- Screening method for water content -- Determination by
refractometry
ISO 13196:2013 - Soil quality -- Screening soils for selected elements by energy-dispersive X-ray
fluorescence spectrometry using a handheld or portable instrument
ISO 15952:2018 - Soil quality -- Effects of pollutants on juvenile land snails (Helicidae) -Determination of the effects on growth by soil contamination
ISO 11063:2012 - Soil quality -- Method to directly extract DNA from soil samples
ISO 23611-1:2018 - Soil quality -- Sampling of soil invertebrates -- Part 1: Hand-sorting and
extraction of earthworms
ISO/TC 192 - Gas turbines
ISO 3977-3:2004 - Gas turbines -- Procurement -- Part 3: Design requirements
ISO 3977-7:2002 - Gas turbines -- Procurement -- Part 7: Technical information
ISO 3977-1:1997 - Gas turbines -- Procurement -- Part 1: General introduction and definitions
ISO 3977-8:2002 - Gas turbines -- Procurement -- Part 8: Inspection, testing, installation and
commissioning
ISO 2314:2009 - Gas turbines -- Acceptance tests
ISO 3977-2:1997 - Gas turbines -- Procurement -- Part 2: Standard reference conditions and
ratings
ISO/TC 193 - Natural gas
ISO 10715:1997 - Natural gas -- Sampling guidelines
ISO 6974-2:2012 - Natural gas -- Determination of composition and associated uncertainty by gas
chromatography -- Part 2: Uncertainty calculations
ISO 6974-1:2012 - Natural gas -- Determination of composition and associated uncertainty by gas
chromatography -- Part 1: General guidelines and calculation of composition
ISO/TC 195 - Building construction machinery and equipment
ISO 19433:2008 - Building construction machinery and equipment -- Pedestrian-controlled
vibratory plates -- Terminology and commercial specifications

ISO 19452:2008 - Building construction machinery and equipment -- Pedestrian-controlled
vibratory (percussion) rammers -- Terminology and commercial specifications
ISO/TC 197 - Hydrogen technologies
ISO 19880-3:2018 - Gaseous hydrogen -- Fuelling stations -- Part 3: Valves
ISO/TC 199 - Safety of machinery
ISO 14119:2013 - Safety of machinery -- Interlocking devices associated with guards -- Principles
for design and selection
ISO/TC 201 - Surface chemical analysis
ISO 16413:2013 - Evaluation of thickness, density and interface width of thin films by X-ray
reflectometry -- Instrumental requirements, alignment and positioning, data collection, data
analysis and reporting
ISO/TR 15969:2001 - Surface chemical analysis -- Depth profiling -- Measurement of sputtered
depth
ISO/TR 22335:2007 - Surface chemical analysis -- Depth profiling -- Measurement of sputtering
rate: mesh-replica method using a mechanical stylus profilometer
ISO/TC 204 - Intelligent transport systems
ISO 18750:2018 - Intelligent transport systems -- Co-operative ITS -- Local dynamic map
ISO 17423:2018 - Intelligent transport systems -- Cooperative systems -- Application
requirements and objectives
ISO 12813:2015 - Electronic fee collection -- Compliance check communication for autonomous
systems
ISO/TS 16785:2014 - Electronic Fee Collection (EFC) -- Interface definition between DSRC-OBE
and external in-vehicle devices
ISO 13185-3:2018 - Intelligent transport systems -- Vehicle interface for provisioning and support
of ITS Services -- Part 3: Unified vehicle interface protocol (UVIP) server and client API
specification
ISO 29281-1:2018 - Intelligent transport systems -- Localized communications -- Part 1: Fast
networking & transport layer protocol (FNTP)
ISO/TS 21219-3:2015 - Intelligent transport systems - Traffic and travel information (TTI) via
transport protocol experts group, generation 2 (TPEG2) -- Part 3: UML to binary conversion rules
ISO 17427-1:2018 - Intelligent transport systems -- Cooperative ITS -- Part 1: Roles and
responsibilities in the context of co-operative ITS architecture(s)

ISO 21215:2018 - Intelligent transport systems -- Localized communications -- ITS-M5
ISO/TS 21219-5:2015 - Intelligent transport systems - Traffic and travel information (TTI) via
transport protocol experts group, generation 2 (TPEG2) -- Part 5: Service framework (TPEG2SFW)
ISO 17419:2018 - Intelligent transport systems -- Cooperative systems -- Globally unique
identification
ISO/TS 21219-6:2015 - Intelligent transport systems - Traffic and travel information(TTI) via
transport protocol experts group, generation 2 (TPEG2) -- Part 6: Message management
container (TPEG2-MMC)
ISO/TS 21219-18:2015 - Intelligent transport systems - Traffic and travel information (TTI) via
transport protocol experts group, generation 2 (TPEG2) -- Part 18: Traffic flow and prediction
application (TPEG2-TFP)
ISO 21218:2018 - Intelligent transport systems -- Hybrid communications -- Access technology
support
ISO 22418:2018 - Intelligent transport systems -- Fast service announcement protocol (FSAP)
ISO/TS 21219-4:2015 - Intelligent transport systems -- Traffic and travel information (TTI) via
transport protocol experts group, generation 2 (TPEG2) -- Part 4: UML to XML conversion rules
ISO 26683-2:2013 - Intelligent transport systems -- Freight land conveyance content identification
and communication -- Part 2: Application interface profiles
ISO 15638-21:2018 - Intelligent transport systems -- Framework for cooperative telematics
applications for regulated commercial freight vehicles (TARV) -- Part 21: Monitoring of regulated
vehicles using roadside sensors and data collected from the vehicle for enforcement and other
purposes
ISO 26683-1:2013 - Intelligent transport systems -- Freight land conveyance content identification
and communication -- Part 1: Context, architecture and referenced standards
ISO 24102-6:2018 - Intelligent transport systems -- Communications access for land mobiles
(CALM) -- ITS station management -- Part 6: Path and flow management
ISO/TC 206 - Fine ceramics
ISO 14574:2013 - Fine ceramics (advanced ceramics, advanced technical ceramics) Mechanical properties of ceramic composites at high temperature - Determination of tensile
properties
ISO 13125:2013 - Fine ceramics (advanced ceramics, advanced technical ceramics) -- Test
method for antifungal activity of semiconducting photocatalytic materials

ISO 11894-1:2013 - Fine ceramics (advanced ceramics, advanced technical ceramics) -- Test
method for conductivity measurement of ion-conductive fine ceramics -- Part 1: Oxide-ionconducting solid electrolytes
ISO/TC 207 - Environmental management
ISO 14080:2018 - Greenhouse gas management and related activities -- Framework and
principles for methodologies on climate actions
ISO 14066:2011 - Greenhouse gases -- Competence requirements for greenhouse gas validation
teams and verification teams
ISO/TC 209 - Cleanrooms and associated controlled environments
ISO 14644-10:2013 - Cleanrooms and associated controlled environments -- Part 10:
Classification of surface cleanliness by chemical concentration
ISO 14644-5:2004 - Cleanrooms and associated controlled environments -- Part 5: Operations
ISO 14644-8:2013 - Cleanrooms and associated controlled environments -- Part 8: Classification
of air cleanliness by chemical concentration (ACC)
ISO 14644-9:2012 - Cleanrooms and associated controlled environments -- Part 9: Classification
of surface cleanliness by particle concentration
ISO/TC 210 - Quality management and corresponding general aspects for medical devices
ISO 18250-3:2018 - Medical devices -- Connectors for reservoir delivery systems for healthcare
applications -- Part 3: Enteral applications
ISO/TC 211 - Geographic information/Geomatics
ISO 19101-2:2018 - Geographic information -- Reference model -- Part 2: Imagery
ISO 19105:2000 - Geographic information -- Conformance and testing
ISO 19146:2018 - Geographic information -- Cross-domain vocabularies
ISO 19144-2:2012 - Geographic information - Classification systems -- Part 2: Land Cover Meta
Language (LCML)
ISO 19155:2012 - Geographic information -- Place Identifier (PI) architecture
ISO 19125-2:2004 - Geographic information -- Simple feature access -- Part 2: SQL option
ISO/TS 19159-3:2018 - Geographic information -- Calibration and validation of remote sensing
imagery sensors and data -- Part 3: SAR/InSAR
ISO 19152:2012 - Geographic information -- Land Administration Domain Model (LADM)

ISO/TC 212 - Clinical laboratory testing and in vitro diagnostic test systems
ISO 23640:2011 - In vitro diagnostic medical devices -- Evaluation of stability of in vitro diagnostic
reagents
ISO 19001:2013 - In vitro diagnostic medical devices -- Information supplied by the manufacturer
with in vitro diagnostic reagents for staining in biology
ISO/TC 213 - Dimensional and geometrical product specifications and verification
ISO 7863:1984 - Height setting micrometers and riser blocks
ISO 16610-85:2013 - Geometrical product specifications (GPS) -- Filtration -- Part 85:
Morphological areal filters: Segmentation
ISO 5458:2018 - Geometrical product specifications (GPS) -- Geometrical tolerancing -- Pattern
and combined geometrical specification
ISO/TR 23605:2018 - Technical product specification (TPS) -- Application guidance -International model for national implementation
ISO 4288:1996 - Geometrical Product Specifications (GPS) -- Surface texture: Profile method -Rules and procedures for the assessment of surface texture
ISO/TC 214 - Elevating work platforms
ISO 16368:2010 - Mobile elevating work platforms -- Design, calculations, safety requirements
and test methods
ISO 20381:2009 - Mobile elevating work platforms -- Symbols for operator controls and other
displays
ISO/TC 215 - Health informatics
ISO/IEEE 11073-10101:2004 - Health informatics -- Point-of-care medical device communication
-- Part 10101: Nomenclature
ISO/IEEE 11073-10201:2004 - Health informatics -- Point-of-care medical device communication
-- Part 10201: Domain information model
ISO/TS 17439:2014 - Health informatics -- Development of terms and definitions for health
informatics glossaries
ISO 21091:2013 - Health informatics -- Directory services for healthcare providers, subjects of
care and other entities
ISO 21667:2010 - Health informatics -- Health indicators conceptual framework
ISO/TS 20405:2018 - Health informatics -- Framework of event data and reporting definitions for
the safety of health software

ISO/IEEE 11073-20101:2004 - Health informatics -- Point-of-care medical device communication
-- Part 20101: Application profiles -- Base standard
ISO/TS 13131:2014 - Health informatics -- Telehealth services -- Quality planning guidelines
ISO/IEEE 11073-30200:2004 - Health informatics -- Point-of-care medical device communication
-- Part 30200: Transport profile -- Cable connected
ISO/TC 216 - Footwear
ISO/TR 20572:2007 - Footwear -- Performance requirements for components for footwear -Accessories
ISO/TR 20879:2007 - Footwear -- Performance requirements for components for footwear -Uppers
ISO/TR 22648:2007 - Footwear -- Performance requirements for components for footwear -Stiffeners and toepuffs
ISO/TR 20880:2007 - Footwear -- Performance requirements for components for footwear -Outsoles
ISO/TR 20881:2007 - Footwear -- Performance requirements for components for footwear -Insoles
ISO/TR 20882:2007 - Footwear -- Performance requirements for components for footwear -Lining and insocks
ISO 22654:2002 - Footwear -- Test methods for outsoles -- Tensile strength and elongation
ISO/TR 20883:2007 - Footwear -- Performance requirements for components for footwear -Shanks
ISO 19958:2004 - Footwear -- Test methods for heels and top pieces -- Top piece retention
strength
ISO 19957:2004 - Footwear -- Test methods for heels -- Heel pin holding strength
ISO 19956:2004 - Footwear -- Test methods for heels -- Fatigue resistance
ISO 20865:2002 - Footwear -- Test methods for outsoles -- Compression energy
ISO 19953:2004 - Footwear -- Test methods for heels -- Resistance to lateral impact
ISO 17708:2018 - Footwear -- Test methods for whole shoe -- Upper sole adhesion
ISO/TC 220 - Cryogenic vessels

ISO 21013-1:2008 - Cryogenic vessels -- Pressure-relief accessories for cryogenic service -- Part
1: Reclosable pressure-relief valves
ISO 12991:2012 - Liquefied natural gas (LNG) -- Tanks for on-board storage as a fuel for
automotive vehicles
ISO 21009-1:2008 - Cryogenic vessels -- Static vacuum-insulated vessels -- Part 1: Design,
fabrication, inspection and tests
ISO/TC 221 – Geosynthetics
ISO 10776:2012 - Geotextiles and geotextile-related products -- Determination of water
permeability characteristics normal to the plane, under load
ISO 10772:2012 - Geotextiles - Test method for the determination of the filtration behaviour of
geotextiles under turbulent water flow conditions
ISO/TC 224 - Service activities relating to drinking water supply wastewater and
stormwater systems
ISO/TR 24514:2018 - Activities relating to drinking water and wastewater services -- Examples of
the use of performance indicators using ISO 24510, ISO 24511 and ISO 24512 and related
methodologies
ISO/TC 226 - Materials for the production of primary aluminium
ISO 12985-2:2018 - Carbonaceous materials used in the production of aluminium -- Baked
anodes and cathode blocks -- Part 2: Determination of apparent density and of open porosity
using a hydrostatic method
ISO 12985-1:2018 - Carbonaceous materials used in the production of aluminium -- Baked
anodes and cathode blocks -- Part 1: Determination of apparent density using a dimensions
method
ISO 12315:2010 - Aluminium oxide primarily used for production of aluminium -- Method for
calculating the Al2O3 content of smelter-grade alumina
ISO 5930:1979 - Cryolite, natural and artificial, and aluminium fluoride for industrial use -Determination of phosphorus content -- Reduced molybdophosphate photometric method
ISO/TC 228 - Tourism and related services
ISO 13293:2012
programmes

- Recreational diving services -- Requirements for gas blender training

ISO/TC 229 - Nanotechnologies
ISO/TS 21362:2018 - Nanotechnologies -- Analysis of nano-objects using asymmetrical-flow and
centrifugal field-flow fractionation

ISO/TS 12805:2011 - Nanotechnologies -- Materials specifications -- Guidance on specifying
nano-objects
ISO/TS 80004-5:2011 - Nanotechnologies -- Vocabulary -- Part 5: Nano/bio interface
ISO/TC 232 - Learning services outside formal education
ISO 29990:2010 - Learning services for non-formal education and training -- Basic requirements
for service providers
ISO/TC 238 - Solid biofuels
ISO 16994:2016 - Solid biofuels -- Determination of total content of sulfur and chlorine
ISO 18846:2016 - Solid biofuels -- Determination of fines content in quantities of pellets
ISO/TC 244 - Industrial furnaces and associated processing equipment
ISO 13579-4:2013 - Industrial furnaces and associated processing equipment -- Method of
measuring energy balance and calculating efficiency -- Part 4: Furnaces with protective or
reactive atmosphere
ISO 13579-3:2013 - Industrial furnaces and associated processing equipment -- Method of
measuring energy balance and calculating efficiency -- Part 3: Batch-type aluminium melting
furnaces
ISO 13579-2:2013 - Industrial furnaces and associated processing equipment -- Method of
measuring energy balance and calculating efficiency -- Part 2: Reheating furnaces for steel
ISO 13579-1:2013 - Industrial furnaces and associated processing equipment -- Method of
measuring energy balance and calculating efficiency -- Part 1: General methodology
ISO/TC 249 - Traditional chinese medicine
ISO 20334:2018 - Traditional Chinese medicine -- Coding system of formulae
ISO/TC 256 - Pigments, dyestuffs and extenders
ISO/TC 258 - Project, programme and portfolio management
ISO 21511:2018 - Work breakdown structures for project and programme management
ISO/TC 260 - Human resource management
ISO/TS 30410:2018 - Human resource management -- Impact of hire metric
ISO/TC 274 - Light and lighting
ISO 8995-1:2002 - Lighting of work places -- Part 1: Indoor
ISO/TC 282 - Water reuse

ISO 20761:2018 - Water reuse in urban areas -- Guidelines for water reuse safety evaluation -Assessment parameters and methods
ISO 20426:2018 - Guidelines for health risk assessment and management for non-potable water
reuse
ISO/TC 285 - Clean cookstoves and clean cooking solutions
ISO 19867-1:2018 - Clean cookstoves and clean cooking solutions -- Harmonized laboratory test
protocols -- Part 1: Standard test sequence for emissions and performance, safety and durability
ISO/TC 290 - Online reputation
ISO 20488:2018 - Online consumer reviews -- Principles and requirements for their collection,
moderation and publication
ISO/TC 292 - Security and resilience
ISO/TS 22330:2018 - Security and resilience -- Business continuity management systems -Guidelines for people aspects of business continuity
ISO/TC 309 - Governance of organizations
ISO 19600:2014 - Compliance management systems -- Guidelines

